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LIST OF SHORT-WAVE STATIONS

THREE - CONTINENT MALE
Stable High -frequency Amplification
on the Short Waves

We can

Supply a
BLUEPRINT

of this Set

"Everybody's" Short-wave Set-and
Everybody can build it from the clear

and complete instructions in this issue

Wifeies)
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MARCONIPHONE

The Marconi organisation regards efficiency as depending on a level standard
of excellence throughout their productions. Such a uniform high quality

demands untiring research and an immense organisation, and that is why
YOU GET MORE FROM MARCONIPHONE

Never have the requirements of the up-to-date
listener been better satisfied than in this Marconi phone 3 -valve receiver, Model 32. Range and
power are truly remarkable ; tone is unusually
pure ; tuning is simplicity itself, and in its adaptable
method of power maintenance is found
the supreme finishing touch. Model 32,
in addition to the usual battery -accumulator installation, can also be operated
Publication No. 438 giving full particulars of all
Marconiphone 5928 Receiving Equipment on request

!:17-IE NEW RADIO SIMPLICITY.

direct from the electric light supply. The convenience
and simplicity of this is obvious. Full particulars are

given in our booklet " The New Radio Simplicity."
Marconiphone Model 32 (3 -valve) Receiver only, with
long or short-wave coils, including royalty, £13 17 6.

Complete installations from £18 18 6.
The Mellovox Loud Speaker, famous for
its mellow purity, forms an admirable corn-

tination v..ith the 32 Receiver-k2 5 0.
The Marconiphone Company Limited
210-212 Tottenham Court Road, tV.i

NO BATTERIES NO ACCUMULATORS

Adecrii.ers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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development

gx pin coils.

BINOCULAR Coils are the latest
LewcoS development in six -pin
They are interchangeable with
coils.

the popular types and can be used in
a standard Lewcos Screen, although
for use in multi -stage receivers they are
sufficiently -fieldless without screening.
All

dealers can obtain them for you.

Supplied in the following ten types:
TRANSFORMER.
SPLIT PRIMARY
SPLIT SECONDARY TRANSFORMERS
REINARTZ TRANSFORMER.
SPLIT SECONDARY TAPPED PRIMARY

AERIAL COIL.
Full particulars and prices sent on request.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD:

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I

I a bv

No.

BATTERV
SERVICE

Every owner of a

C.A.'. Battery is
entitled to ires
battery service.

'T SERE IS A TICIE FOR E ER RADIO 11/24ER
SALES AND SERVICE DEPOTS.
Belfast, Birmingham. Bristol, Coventry, Dublin,
Glasgow,

Leeds,

Manchester

and

Newcastle.

Battery Service Agents in all imporati t centres throughout the country.

ACTOM CELLULOID. \
The original KT. Accumulator of

Every cell asr spaced and embedded in
hard wait. Tappings can be taken from any cell

Obtainable in 30, 60 and 90 volt units.
60 volt.
...:

cQtria

O91i. 4
ACTON. LONDON. W 3
o_twAL

Telebhonc: Chiswick ;SOI (Ptc. Branch Exchange).
Telegrams;
Vanteria, Act.. London."
.

compact

design.

Fully charged,

;-..114.T. 1

*

El 0 0

e. son.,1fil6atrei An.

A large capacity banger of ,ounj ,0,,,,,,etional

Alan.

Suitable for large receiling acts. public

address systems and small transmitters.

Si . 07 . 0

in all rapaciiies this range d low
batteries is offered at competitive prices.
every way representative
tidethe quality ts
of our 36 years experience m battery manolactura.
Supplied

-volt.

N.

30 amp. actual.

A.G.M. MASS PLATE.
The 20 amp. 2 -volt mass male cell is ideal Ion
Sris not taking more than ampere. The huge
can be spread more months wohout danger of

1311

ACTON GLASS.

oohed dry charged

,n ',,a.,
.,,:,..

...N.T.G,2. 2500 .1( ithu nr, hrs.

The " Acton G I AA& .. ION tenaion range provide The ideal High Tension supply fog the average
an alternative to the celluloid cased battery. and Broadcast Reseiter. A, %chase obtained by
i al
,table for tropical donate,. All capacities. coupling a suitable number ol units,
A 10 -volt
tapping post provided.

tolZ:l.

2.volt.

49 311,. /W.f.

tr.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Supplied dry charged

It'.
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ENGLAND

HOLLAND

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

All

Europe

on your "Melody Maker"
DON'T be tied to one Broadcasting Station. Build the
1-/wonderful Cossor "Melody Maker "and choose your

Radio music from among the best programmes of Europe.

Gay Spanish dance tunes - rich melody from, Italyswinging fox-trots from Germany - cheery light opera
from France-tuneful music from Holland-all these
countries are well within your reach with a Cossor "Melody

Maker." It's the sensation of the season. Tens of thousands all over the country have built it. Never before
has any Receiver aroused such enthusiasm. By reason of
its amazingly simple construction (the new simplified
system evolved by Cossor enables anyone without previous

Radio knowledge to build it in an evening) and its low

cost (the few parts necessary can be bought from any Wireless Dealer) first-class Radio has at last been brought within

the reach of thousands hitherto denied its pleasures.

Send this

Coupon to -day

Ask your Dealer for a free copy of the full size building

plan, "How to build the Cossor Melody Maker '" or
post the coupon to -day.

Build the wonderful

Cossor
Maker

4`frielody

1W 1002
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and Electrics
The Leading Radio Weekly for the Constructor, Listener
and Experimenter
Edited by BERNARD E. JONES

Vol. XI. No. 283
November 26, 1927
Technical Editor: J. H. REYNER, 13.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E,
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A "Standard Component" Set-One N W W. Blessing-Not a DX Getter !A New Oscillator Wanted-A " W.M." Receiver-Do Not Judge !
This Week's Sets
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TWO interesting receivers are described

and illustrated this week in our constructional pages. The more important of
these is the " Three -continent Three,"
designed and described by our Technical
Editor, Mr. J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.),
A.M.I.E.E. Incorporating an entirely new
system of short-waee H.F. amplification,
this three-valver represents a great advance
on all other short-wave sets, and, judging

by the results which have been obtained,
it certainly seems to solve the problem of
stable short-wave reception. The AMATEUR
WIRELESS Technical Staff giVe full details of the "General-purpose Two

"straight" set produced in response to
requests from a great number of readers.

A Good Three -valuer Coming
DESIGNED to enable constructors to

USING THE MAfNS
Before any attempt to man., use of th mains
for wireless purposes one should do everything possible to find out all about the nature
of the supply it is proposed to use. This will
greatly reduce the risk of accidental " shocks "
and will certainly avoid a lot of unnecessary
trouble later on.
First, the voltage should be ascertained and
the nature of the supply-whether it is D.0
or A.C.-and in the case of A.C., the frequency.
All this information will be found inscribed
on the meter. Further than this, if the supply
is D.C., it should be found out whether either
of the mains is earthed and, if so, which. The
polarity of the mains must also be determined.

The above data is so obviously important
that it might be thought no one would need
this reminder, but, as a matter of fact, quite
a number of readers have been trying to make
the " Simpler Wireless " Special Three work
on A.C. mains under the impression that their
supplies were D.C.
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The World for a Field
WE hear that a record for South Africa
in wireless reception has been made

the lift attendant at the Savoy Hotel,
who listens -in in his little office at the top

of the building-right next to 2L0 ! It is
not true that he has found a wavetrap that
enables him to cut out the local station !

Do Not Judge-DO not judge the B.B.C. by the
Children's Hour' or variety entertainments. I know they are dreadful . .
"

.

there are occasions when I cannot get

across the room quick enough to turn the
set off." So saith Sir John Reith. It is
just as well to be frank, it is true; but for
the Director -General to say it

!

Surely

a word in someone's ear --

A New Kind of Oscillator Required!.
ONE of our correspondents has been
doing some thinking. "What," he
asks, "is the good of the B.B.C. generating

ether waves if they can't generate brain
by a Mr. S. Pleas. In search of a little waves ? " It certainly seems that of the
to-date receiver, the " Standard Compon- entertainment, Mr. Pleas first listened -in to two the latter is the harder to do !
utilise existing components in a,n up-

ent" Three, which will be fully described by Australia. Tiring of that, he changed over
the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff to 5SW (Chelmsford), and then, wanting
next week, will meet a long -felt want. Sim- some excitement, listened to a description

In the Emerald Isle

ACCORDING to one Irish journal, the
plicity has been combined with efficiency of a football match between Pennsylvania
Dublin station is not maintaining a
in such a way that the " Standard Com- and Harvard. This proving, perhaps, too good programme service, and the wireless
ponent " Three will appealto a large section exciting, he finally tuned in Johannesburg. trade in consequence is suffering. On those
of our constructionally -inclined readers.
rare occasions when we have tuned in to
Not a DX Listener!
2RN, however, we have heard some very
During the N.W.W.
BUT we hear so much of long-distance good material being " put out."
THE slogan of the National Wireless
work that it is a pleasant change to
Week, "Let your friends listen," really hear of the nearest listener. This must be A "Five " That Beats the Band!

does seem to have done

ONE -DIAL tuning -

some good. Our local oscil- 0"

lator actually curtailed his
experiments a little to let
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Even the Beams
THE recent severe winds

and gales have taken
their usual toll of wireless
outdoor equipment. Day entry recently suffered a

Electrons
Wheels

minor breakdown, and even
the august official beam
services were interrupted
owing to land -line troubles

caused by the gales.

Instead
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without coil changing-five
valves ! Sounds almost too
good to be true, doesn't
it? But that is what Mr.

Without Fear or Favour 787

of

..

On Your Wavelength
El

-

both wavelength bands

the December Number of
the Wireless Magazine, on
Designed by

the same brains that pro-

El

duced the " Solodyne, " the
" Plvxmix" is a great set.
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For the Newcomer to Wireless: What the Batteries Do
The dry battery is of what is from the zinc by the action of the
IDON'T quite understand how a
battery makes electricity. Can known as the primary type, depend. electrolyte leaves one or more elecing entirely on chemical action. The trons behind. The result is that the
you explain?
Well, the first thing to be said is accumulator is of the secondary or zinc soon has too many electrons or
that it doesn't ! You cannot create storage type. It must be charged up becomes negatively charged. These
or destroy electricity any more than by being connected for a period to surplus electrons escape through the
you can create or destroy matter. a source of current before it can circuit back to the positive element,
work as a battery.
How do they act as pumps ?
in everything; in your body and in
In the dry battery, such as that
mine, for example. But it cannot
produce any effect, such as heating so often used for providing the plate
or lighting, unless it is set in motion. current in the wireless set, there are
two elements, the positive, which is
A Water Analogy
of carbon, and the negative, which
Can you give me another water consists of zinc. It is customary to
analogy? They make it so easy to regard the positive as the high-presfollow explanations.
sure element, or, if you like, you
You cannot obtain power from the may look upon it as a tank raised
water in a pond so long as it remains aloft whilst the negative element is
at rest; but, supposing that you at a low level. Actually, however,
pump it up into a high tank and then current does not flow through a cirallow a jet to spurt out, you can cuit from positive to negative, but
cause it to turn a water -wheel or a in the opposite direction.
Electricity is present everywhere and

turbine.
Then is the battery a pump ?

Yes, that's exactly what it

Just what happens ?
is.

When it is standing idle nothing

happens, but as soon as a circuit is
made by connecting the terminals of
the battery to a conducting path the
pumping action begins and current,
in the form of a stream of electrons,

The Electrolyte
Besides the two elements, there is
what is known as the electrolyte. In
the dry battery, which is not really
dry, it takes the form of a paste containing -sal ammoniac, which has a
peculiar effect upon zinc when the

and so
place.

a flow

of

current takes

--and the Accumulator
I think I've got that, but how
about the accumulator?
Here the pumping action is rather
different.

You have positive and

negative elements as before and an
electrolyte. 'To render the battery
active, however, it must be charged
by having current from the mains
passed through it. This current
causes certain chemical changes to
take place in the plates. The plates
remain in their changed condition so
long as the battery is not connected
to a circuit. When, however, a path
from positive to negative is provided
by means of a circuit another

chemical change occurs, the plates
slowly returning to their original
condition.. This chemical change is
again accomplished by the passage
of electrons from the negative to the

circuit is made. A chemical action positive plate, and so once more
What is the difference between a then starts, the electrolyte dissolving there is a pumping action and current
the zinc. But each atom removed flows.
dry battery and an accumulator?
is driven throUgh the circuit.

Auto -Transformers
all 'practical purposes the auto -

FOR
transformer is the exact equivalent of
a two -coil transformer, so far as the step-up
or step-down effect is concerned. It has an

advantage in flexibility, however, if the
tapping point can be varied, because the
transformation ratio will he altered accordingly.

On the other hand, there is a direct

metallic connection between any two circuits coupled through an auto -transformer,
whereas a two -coil coupling affords a com-

plete separation between the two so far as
voltages or potential is concerned, a point
that is sometimes of importance when it is
necessary to keep the plate voltage of one
valve stage off the grid of the next. Finally,

it may be of interest to note that thoSe
Windings of an. auto -transformer coil which
MR. MARCUSE'S SUCCESSFUL RELAY OF THE ARMISTICE REMEMBRANCE FESTIVAL
A cable from Bombay to Mr. Gerald Marcuse, the well-known wireless amateur, states that his relaying of the

Armistice Remembrance Festival from the Albert Hall, on the night of November II, was not cnly successful, but appreciated.
Mr. Marcuse relayed the programme on a wavelength of 32 metres, with a power of approximately t kilowatt.
The cable states," Transmission received, not strong, fading badly, but nevertheless very enjoyable. Nobody Bombay
succeeded getting Chelmsford."

Considering that the time during which the relay took place, between 8 and to p.m., is regarded as particularly

unsuitable for long-distance transmission, together with the fact that the B.B.C. station at Chelmsford is using many times
snore power than Mr. Marcuse, the success is all the more praiseworthy. In this connection the B.B.C. issued the following
statement, through the new experimental short-wave station, 5SW, at t p.m., on November. II
"It is unfortunate that recent experiments provide little hope that the relay to -night front London will be heard in
Australasia. For some still obscure reason, the period from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m., G.1VLT., seems to be particularly- unfavourable
for the reception of short-wave transmissions in Australia and New Zealand. We shall naturally endeavour to ensure the
success of to -night's transmission, but, lest it be a partial failure, we take this opportunity of sending a message of greeting
to listeners in the British Dominions on the other side of the world."
The photograph shows Mr. Marcuse with his transmitter, USillE Osrant valves, during the actual relaying.

are common to the two coupled circuits
only carry a current equal to the difference

between the primary and secondary currents, since these flow in opposite directions.
M. A. L.

The liedroff Quartet of unaccompanied
Russian singers will appear before the 2L0
microphone on December 6.
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THE
EN ERAL-PURPOSE

Two

REINARTZ-TYPE REACTION
AND TRANSFORMER -COUPLED L.F.

1

Designed and Built by the "A.W." Technical Staff
ACAREFUL analysis of our corres- the circuit embodied in the receiver.
Readers are referred to the theoretical
pondence and Information Bureau
queries has proved that there is quite a circuit diagram accompanying this desconsiderable number of AMATEUR WIRELESS cription. Starting with the aerial, it will

detector valve and L.T. in order to apply
a positive bias to the grid.
A suitable L.F. transformer couples the
detector valve to the L.F. amplifying
valve in the manner shown. Negative
grid bias is applied to the L.F. valve from

Waders who require details of a two -valve be seen that there are two aerial terminals,
transformer -coupled receiver with capacity - AT and A2. The aerial lead can be connected
direct to the top of the tuning coil by the a 9 -volt G.B. battery via the secondary
controlled magnetic reaction.
It is to meet this demand that the use of A2, or if greater selectivity is required of the L.F. transformer. The filament
AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff are the terminal AI gives a series fixed con- supply is controlled by means of a 2 -way
now
presenting full
constructional denser connection..
Loriostat, which consists of two small
Tuning is effected very simply with a solenoids of resistance wire with sliders
particulars of the " General-purpose Two."

plug-in coil and the .0005 variable con- arranged so that the resistance of each
grams should enable the constructor to denser. For the broadcast band with can be varied independently. The great
visualise the complete receiver. The connection A2 a No. 35 or N.
-0. 40 coil Nvill simplicity of Loriostat control has to be
"frame work" of the receiver consists of a be suitable, or if the series
14 in. by 7 in. ebonite panel screwed at fixed condenser is utilised a
The various photographic views and dia-

right angles to a 14 in. by 8 in. baseboard. No. 6o coil will serve. A No.
0-01IN
LS- LS+
/1FC
OF
On the panel are mounted a .0005 5o reaction coil should give
IITtl
variable condenser for tuning, a .0003 good results in both cases.
variable condenser for reaction, a filament
on -off switch, and loud -speaker, aerial and Reaction
The system of applying
earth terminals. On the baseboard are
LT SWITCH.
two valve -holders, two single -coil mounts, reaction is properly known as
41
HT an L.F. transformer, an H.F. choke, a capacity -controlled magnetic
1.1 -1
.0002 fixed series condenser, a grid -leak reaction. A second plug-in
iTand condenser and a two-way Loriostat coil is arranged 'so that it is
-0651
filament control, Seven battery terminals closely coupled to the tuning
GB
are mounted, in the order shown in the plug-in coil. The amount of
The Circuit Diagram
blueprint, on a 7 in. by z in. terminal energy flowing through this
strip screwed centrally to the back of the closely -coupled reaction coil is regulated tried to be appreciated. But since this
by the .0003 variable reaction condenser. control is mounted on the baseboard, it is
baseboard.
It will be agreed that the number of By connecting the moving vanes of the convenient to have an " on -off ". on the
components is not great. In many cases reaction condenser to earth, undesirable panel. In the diagram. we are considering
most of them will already be in the posses- hand -capacity effects are practically elimin- this switch is shown in the L.T.± lead.
sion of the reader. It will be of interest to ated. It will be noticed that an H.F. choke
Two separate H.T.+ tappings are indiexplain the why and wherefore of is Wired between the anode of the detector cated, one for the detector valve and the
and the primary of the other for the L.F. amplifier. Some readers
L.F. transformer. The pur- are in the habit of " commoning" these
pose of the choke is to two tappings and then varying the common
divert the H.F. component H.T. voltage until best results are obtained.
of the rectified current This practice is not recommended, because
through the reaction coil the best value of H.T. for efficient rectificaand condenser.
tion is almost invariably lower than the
As the number of valves H.T. value required for greatest L.F.
is limited to two, it was amplification. With most recommended
thought advisable to utilise valves an H.T. voltage in the neighbourthe most sensitive system hood of 6o volts gives good rectification,
of valve rectification. For whereas 100-120 volts is necessary, with
this purpose a .0003 fixed suitable grid -bias, for the L.F. valve.
condenser and 2-megohm
So much for the circuit considerations.
grid leak are required, the Readers who would like to duplicate the
grid leak being connected original model of the " General-purpose
A Plan View of the

General-purpose Two "

between the grid of the Two" will need the followingcomponents

CI =Lew Wire y)
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components. This receiver to -point connections. Our constructional
and' all future AMATEUR department used Glazite for wiring, alWIltELESS receivers incor- though there is no objection in this particuporate a standard -size lar receiver to the use of bare tinned.
panel, and it will save copper wire, such as Junit. Both these
readers trouble if they also proprietary brands can be recommended.
Note that the lead from the IS connection
use standard panels, because all the cabinet manu7 of the L.F.. transformer is taken under the
facturers make up their Loriostat simply for convenience in adjustcabinets to take these ing the resistors.
standard panels.
(Continued on I've 8m)
Two Photographs of the
" Generalpurpose Two'

Components Required
The use of the new Dubilier
Ebonite panel 1q in. by 7 in. by y4 in. grid condenser with one in(Ebonart, Raymond or Becol).
Cabinet, Raymond.
Baseboard, 14 in. by 8 in. by
in.
(Carrington or Raymond).
.0005 variable condenser with 3 in. dial
(Ormond, Jackson, Centroid, or Burton).
.0003 variable condenser with 3 in. dial
(Ormond, Jackson, Centroid, or Burton).

sulated grid -leak clip saves
the cost and baseboard space
of a separate grid -leak holder,
besides saving a small amount
of wiring.

In wiring the components
together, the inexperienced
constructor could not do

L.F. transformer (Powquip, R.I. and better than to obtain the full-

Varley, or Lissen).
size blueprint, as this gives a
Two valve -holders (Lissen or Benjamin). very clear idea of the pointH.F. choke (Trix, R.I. and Varley,
Lissen, or C.D.M.).
LtUfPR/NT
Two-way Loriostat.
ell°A W55
Two single -coil mounts (Lotus or Lissen).

PANAZ

.0003 grid condenser with series clip
(Dubilier, Lissen, or C.D.M.).
Two-megohm grid -leak (Lissen, Dubilier,
or Melhuish).
.0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,

2

3,,

4,

0

8

'Ye

e

J
To enoway

or C.D.M.}.-

Twelve engraved terminals marked as

p/a/es

follows : Ai, A2, E, L.S. +, L.S.-, H.T.+ r,
H.T.--2, H.T. , L.T. + , L.T.-, G.B. +,
G.B.-. Wire (Glazite or Junit).
With these available, the constructor can

Li:Switch

start assembling the receiver. The panel

and terminal strip are drilled first, in

Level of

baseboaref--,,

accordance with the instructions shown on
the reduced reproduction of the blueprint.
A good deal of trouble can be saved in this
operation by obtaining the full-size blue: print (is.) since this can be used as a temp-

/4*
<I)

845E8OARD
/9"X87r35:"

late for the panel components. Simply
place the blueprint fair and square on the
panel and prick through the holes marked
on the blueprint. This procedure is only

L.F. Thansformer.

H.F. Choke

practicable, of course, where the first 'speci-

fied components are used: If no blueprint
is used the constructor. should ;carefully

IP

measure and mark the distances apart of the

various components before attempting the
actual drilling.
When the panel and terminal strip have

been drilled and the variable condensers
and dials, filament switch and terminals
fitted in position, the panel and strip are
screwed to the baseboard. The available
baseboard space then left can be utilised
for the remaining components to the best
advantage.

If similar components to

those specified are used and reference is
made to the blueprint or its reduced
reproduction, it will be found that there is
ample space for disposing the baseboard

HIM !VIM

o

Toro'

IN

I
11111011.111111.1....,.......11,111.1111d11

111

Rheostats

Ebell2de 71-2"

HT+ HT+ HT- L7:- LT+ 6.0+
The Wiring Diagram (Blueprint available, price 1 -)
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THE WORLD'S

List for

SHORT-WAVE STATIONS

the ,,assistance

of the
Short-wave
Enthusiast

(Inww"r WcrelesS

By H. de A. DONISTHORPE

14

chart below, taking London at
p.m.,
will be of use for this work, this being a
good hour for short-wave work. This
chart shows the equivalent time at the
various places given with the difference in

the time at these towns for an v time in

_\G.\

11:(eyleru,,th.
1,1.,i5

London can.be ascertained.

AGI-I

-21/.3

AG('

17.2
20.0
28.5

nie.

Buenos Aires
Rome.:.
...

Petrograd
Bombay
Calcutta

...
...

AG K.

AN I)
Dif.lerCil,-C

in Tina.

-

II p.m.

London
...
New ,York City

rr 0 -DAY more and more radio listeners
are turning to the thrills of short-wave
reception, which permits of long-distance
radio stations being easily picked up in
this country. There is a wonderful fascination about this type of reception, which
grows on the listener, as greater skill is
required in tuning.
There is little doubt that the knowledge
gained in this particular direction of radio
work has been added to considerably by
the efforts of the radio amateur, whose
attention has been restricted to this par-

indkates "Beam" Station'.
(v) indicates wave liable to vary.
(r) indicates "Broadcasting Station."
(ms

(.,e11
571:.;!.

PI:!CC.

Short-wave Station

-

hours, so that by a simple calculation
Time Chart

The Transmitting Aerial of an American

Short-wave Stations

r

r

6

-

Midnight
following day
I a.m.

Melbourne
Sydney

--5 hours
---1

±i
+2

4
5

7--

-

8.3o a.m.
9

,,
,.

--

5
I,

e

9
-,

-

lo

,.

There is undoubtedly much to discover
about the behaviour of these short waves,
as they possess different properties from
those of the longer waves. There is no
necessity for long aerials suspended from
enormous -masts for these transmissions,
which is one of the ii teresting properties
about short -wavy
work. 'A glance at
the

CRIIC
FL
LW
FY
GBH (B)
GBJ (a)
GBJ (B)
GBK (B)
GBK (B)
GBM (v)

GLH

GLQ
GLS
GLW

GlIt

(B)
(B)
(B)

(v)

Java, East Inches.

Casablanca.
Sir J. C. Ross,
Whitehall, London.
Brussels.
Brussels.
Drummondville, Canada.
Drummondville, Canact /.
Drummondville, Canad ..
Cape Verde Island.
18.1
Loanda, West Africa
32.0
Eiffel Tourer, France.
24.3
St. Assise, France.
22.3
France.
25.8
Grimsby, England.
34.1
Bodmin, England.
16.15 Bodmin, England.
32.5
Bodmin, England.
16.3
Bodmin, England.
23.4
Leafield, England.
21.7
Dorchester, England.
24.5
Ongar, England.
21.8
Ongar, England.
15.7
Dorchester, England.
20.0
R.F. A-, Flowerdov,14 hng.

51.o
A(_E Ship 33.5
35:0
BYB
1382
25.5
B82
15.3
CG (s)
16.5
CG (n)
32.3
C J (a)
24.6
CR HI;
18.o
AIN

Location.

Nauen, Germany-.
Nauen, Germany.
Nauen, Germany.
Nauen, Germany.

*photograph

above of the aerial

system of one of
the American short-

wave broadcasting
stations will illusthat the government departments of the trate this statevarious nations did not realise at the time, ment.
The aerial at the
when these short waves were given to the
amateurs, that so much success could he receiving end also
need not be of
achieved with so little power.
To -day, as a result of this success, more large dimensions,
and more commercial and government as these waves can
stations are employing these ultra -short easily be picked up
waves, and it will repay any experimenter on a small piece of
to construct a short-wave receiver, as there wire stretched from
are many stations transmitting that can the picture -rail to
easily he intercepted. These transmitting the receiver.
stations are springing up all over the world,. Perpendicular reand include both telegraph and broadcast- ceiving aerials ,
however, give the
ing stations.
Whilst short waves may be said to be most satisfactory
space eliminators, there is one difficulty to results.
The Transmitting Apparatus of an American Short-wave Transmitter
A -list of the
he encountered, and that is the difference
s.s. Olympic.
Ship 20.0
in time between here in England and the available stations likely to be heard is GLSc.,),
Bogata, Colombia.
JG
21.8
far -distant transmitting stations. For ex: herewith appended.
Hanoi, French Indo-Chiii5.
32.0
IlArk
The usual outside L -type aerial is, of HZA
.ample; the American short-wave broadcasts
Saigon, French Indo-Chinn.
25.0
ticular portion of the waveband by Government legislation. It is also more than likely

from 2XAF and 2XAD commence at couse, also quite suitable providing the IDO
6 p.m. New York time, which is- II p.m. wire is kept taut so that it cannot sway j0C
here in London. This makes the listening about and thus alter the tuning. The EEL
to these programmes a late night. The time same remarks apply to the lead-in.

Rome, Italy.
Otchishi, Japan.
California, U.S.A.
(Concluded on page 792)
33.4
43.0
29.3

Ontak"
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Electrons Inste d of Wheels!
An Article Describing how 'Professor Dieckmenn hopes to Solve
the Television 'Problem
By WILLIAM J. BRITTAIN
CRITICS there are --thoughtful men, in khaki cotton shorts showing a generous
and versed in science-who say length of brown leg, a light khaki jacket,
television is. impossible. They say that and a khaki open -neck shirt-and making
any mechanism would be too clumsy to them look distinguished. He was so brown
attain the dizzy speeds and the desperate he might. have been a research worker in
sunlight.
fineness necessary.
I was introduced to Mr. Rudolf Hell,
You who have read as much as has caught

struck me like that. But that does not
mean that there is anything home-made
about the work of Professor Dieckmann.
In the laboratories are twenty-two

assistants and technicians, and besides
television experiments there are going on
general wireless research and work on

On his apparatus a
dread numbers which make even the all his television experiments, and another weather chart and a picture are being
optimistic investigator a little hopeless. bright young assistant, and then Professor broadcast every day from the Munich
There is the familiar ten centimetres by Dieckmann took a sheet of paper and radio Station, and his apparatus is in many
your eye of television know by now the who works with Professor Dieckmann in photo -telegraphy,

ten centimetres of .the proposed picture. showed me how he hopes to make electrons
1 f you divide each side of the square by a do the work.
Electrons, of course, are particles of
hundirtd you have the picture in to,000
smaller squares. And squares bf a milli- negative electricity which stream from the
cathode to the anode in a highly exhausted
metre do not make up a very fine picture.
Each one of these squares ha's to be seen tube. If a hole is made through the anode
by the " electric eye," - and to give a fair plate, the electrons pass through in a
appearance of continuous movement in the straight stream we call cathode rays.
picture the whole has to be transmitted Cathode rays can be, drawn aside by a
and flashed on the receiving screen ten magnet.

homes.

"It must be years before television in
perfection is here," said Professor Dieckmann to me, "but we hope soon to improve
here on the present results in America and
elsewhere.

-

" Workers who are trying to attain
television with mechanism are, in my

times a second.

That means ro,000 squares ten times a Exploring the Object
This is the property Professor Diecksecond-roo,000 squares of light and shade
to be picked out one by one in perfect mann is using to try to make cathode rays
order and flashed out every second. And explore the object, point by point. One
the number, you remember, that is neces- electro-magnet he has to draw the rays
sary to make a good moving picture is laterally and another at right angles to it
draw them vertically.
300,000 points a second.
Alternating current energises one magnet
Weightless Electrons
twenty times as frequently as the other to
Professor Max Dieckmann, whom I call make -the rays zig-zag over the object just as
the sunburnt scientist, refuses to do it. Mihaly's mirrors direct their beam of light.

A Sketch of the Cathode-ray Oscillograph

opinion, limited to crude results. I used
to work with mirrors, but I came to the
conclusion that with them I could never
reach the enormous speeds necessary for
images of fine texture, and those you must
have before the public will take much
interest in television.

" I had promising results with my old
In his receiver,
which he is retaining, apparatus, but they were not enough. So I
Dieckmann works on scrapped my mirrors and decided to try
the same principle. cathode rays. Electrons seem made for
Cathode rays, regulated television : they are light and quick. They
no practical inertia, and attain any
according to the have
speed
we need.
strength of the wireless
" At present, as you see, I am using a
impulse received (meaning, of course, whether small receiving screen, but you can have a
light or shade is being screen as large as you like. You could have
encountered at that it as big as that"-and he pointed to the
moment at the trans- doors of a large cupboard-"but of course
mitting end) are made then the checks making up the picture
to zig-zag over a would be larger.
"Distance of transmission, too, is of
The Experimental Television Apparatus in Professor Dieckmann's
fluorescent screen which
Laboratory.
little
account. What we must work for is
glows as the rays touch
He has scrapped his old transmitting it. The glowing patches correspond to the fineness, in splitting up the object and
apparatus of mirrors and wires and steel light parts of the object, and form the building it up again on the receiving
screen."
arms and is trying to make speedy, almost picture.
Professor Dieckmann promised to let me
weightless electrons do the work.
Dieckmann's receiver looks just as if
Cathode rays Professor Dieckmann al- the business part .of it were a beer bottle. know in a month or two what degree of
ready uses in his receiving apparatus, and The round screen near the bottom looks fineness he has been able to obtain with his
these he is retaining; if he can use them at like a circle of calico. The bottle is on its nigh weightles s speedy streams of electrons.
both ends of his apparatus he will, he side and on its neck are the two magnets
believes, have solved the problem of which deflect the rays. The tube producing
As telegraphic communication is govern
,

the cathode rays joins the neck of the ment owned in China, the Ministry of- War
I went to find Professor Dieckmann
bottle.
regards radio equipment as munitions of
his station near Munich. Down a garden
I have described Professor Dieckmann's war, and therefore its importation is
path he came to greet me-a man dressed receive.' in a homely way-because it prohibited.
television.
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Valves with the Wonderful

Mullard P.M. filament.

Generous valves-valves that give astounding

performance, ample power and beautiful

purity; valves that stand the knocks and jolts
of a valve's life, because they are robust7and
yet valves that are cheap in use, because they

cut down current consumption and require
only .075 ampere filament current-these are
the valves with the wonderful Mullard P.M.
Filament.

Fit them to your set, they will improve your radio
reception.

Mullard

THE -MASTER.VALVE

Advert. MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD.. MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK STREET. LONDON. W.C2.
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Better
be
sure
than
sorry-

Rainbow Terminal

So use Watmel Comp).
nert ; in the vital ll'aCei
for which they have been
designed.

You'll get better reception,
clearer reception, louder
reception, mare reliable

A New Addition to
the Clix Family

recep'i an

"Meets the

Needs of

WATMEL

IMPERIAL

Doesn't matter whether it's

EARTHING CLIP

short or long waves-the

A minute to fit but

yOU can't make any mistakes if you use Rainbow
Terminals. You connect by colour with every lead

Watmel H.F. Choke is most

lasts a lifetime ; fixes
tightl r on any size
water pipe. No soldering, of course, but

Experts praise it
and use it. Takes up very
little space on baseboard.
efficient.

Reduced
price -

makes a perfect L d.
contact.

Every
Lead "

IMPERIAL
H.F. CHOKE

WATMEL

Price ()

5

-

wearing a neat identity ring corresponding in colo u r
to the terminal top.
Whilst CLIX Rainbow Terminals are primarily designed for
use with Pin Terminals, Spade Terminals, or both, they iii
take any standard fitments of this kind.

t-

NV

144
WATMEL
AUTO -CHOKE
'We certainly don't economi,

in materials in our.productsthere is over a mile of wire
in this Watmel Auto -Choke.
That is partly the secret why
it - gives

vou

Transformer

volume with Choke purity.
Any Transformer can be re-

,

placed with advantage by the
Watmel AutoChoke.

IN NINE DISTINCTIVE COLOURS- .

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Complete Terminal,

Irlib tints, 5D.

washer, and coloured identity ring for affi:ing to pig
nr cpade ronn,Y1,:r

CLIX

PARALLEL PLUG

Price I

WATMEL

_FIXED METALINE

GRID LEAK
Air and moisture cannot
penetrate the case of the
grid. leak. The resistance
element remains as constant

FOR H.T. BATTERIES

was scaled in the case. All
valves .5 to 5
Prl
ohms.

use CL1X Wander Plugs, but for Wet 11.T.

and as accurate as when it

-9-Mp

ENT)

Fro,,. dealer or direetfrOM :
WIRELESS

LTD,
Imperial Works. High Street. EDGWARE.
Lancs., l't rks , and Cheshire ReHaseotaliw:
Mr. J. B. LEVEE, 23, Hartley Street,
Levenshulme, Manchester.

THE

WATMEL

Coloured Bushes and Identity Rings are also available
for this extraordinarily useful fitment

TiliNtone:11,,f.,,

CO.,

Batteries use CU X Parallel Plugs.
11-"or/d-iride Perirrils

LECTRO LINX LTD.
254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Westminster, S.W.1
Telegrant3 : " Trolinx, Churton.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

t,or:a

5 w 2o
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Met -Vick Components make the most of a Set
WHETHER you are building the Met -

Vick three or four Valve Sets or any
other set, you cannot fail to get successful
and satisfactory results if your components
are Met -Vick. Most of the lines shown here
are already well known amongst enthusiastic
constructors and listeners; yet for those who
have not yet used " Cosmos " Components,
here are some details :A.N.P. (Astatic-Non-Parasitic) Coils.-These new

"Met -Vick" products provide a'clever solution of a difficult

problem. They overcome, simply and efficiently, the three
difficulties associated with H.F. amplification, namely :
Magnetic coupling between coils, Stabilisation, and Parasitic
Oscillation. List 4 r 7/8.

Resistance Coupling Units.-"Cosmos"

("Met -

Vick') Resistance Coupling Units are well known to all
wireless enthusiasts. The "V" type can now be obtained
fitted with new "Met -Vick" A.C. Valve Holder.
is also supplied separately. List 7117/8.

The latter

Valves.-" Cosmos" ("Met -Vick") SHORTPATH Valves

for 2-V. and 6-v. battery working are available at the new
reduced prices. The new "Cosmos" ("Met -Vick") A.C.
Valves are also available. These make possible the opera.

tion of a set from the electric -light supply without any of the
aggravating "mains noises." A special disc adaptor enables

a" battery -set" to be easily converted without re -wiring.
Lists 411713 and 7117/8.

Battery Eliminators.-"Met-Vick" Battery Elimina-

tors are supplied in two models. The H.T.-G.B. Model
can be used on various supply voltages of 40-100 periods"
Grid Bias tappings are provided at 5, ro, 15 and 20 volts.
A high voltage (up to 25o volts) can be applied to the last
valve. The L.T. Model gives an output of 5 amperes at
4 volts without hum.

List 7177/8.

MET-VICK
(COSMOS)

For a complete description of the full range of Met -Vick (Cosmos)
Components, ask your dealer for a copy of Booklet No. 4117 ,(6

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd.
R

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON, W.C.2

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to AdvertisetT,tvill Ensure Prompt Attention

70

Clittattur Wirebas

Ask your dealer for particulars of the New
EDISWAN Local Station
Price 25/-.
Eliminator.

To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
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A w. 26.11.27

(Publicity) 123/5, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4Please send, post free, pr sentat ion copies of the New
R.C. Thr:esonee Instruction Bach and Blue. Print.

NAME
ADDR E SS
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Fulfilled
Mother Country direct is what they want,
YOUR " Thermion " has assumed more and now that they are able to do so a new
than once the prophetic mantle in joy has come into their lives. Once 5SW
these columns, and though he says it as gets into his stride and provides as good a
shouldn't, he has really been rather good service as 2.XAF, 2 XAD, PCJ J, or Radio
as' a seer into the future. A good many Malabar they will be more than content.
yehrs ago now I expressed the belief that It is a splendid thing, too, that the Empire
it would one day be possible for the King has begun to respond by transmitting to
or the Prince of Wales to speak to the the Mother Country. Already we can hear
Empire by means of wireless. On Armistice Australia. Let us hope that before long
Day this prophecy was in a great measure India, Africa, Canada, and others will
fulfilled, for the Prince's speech at the broadcast to us on the short waves.
Albert Hall was heard in many parts of our
A Revelation
wide possessions. In Canada almost perfect
I wonder how many readers have ever
reception was obtained and conditions were
good in some parts of the great African heard a coil -driven loud -speaker operating
Continent. Reception in the Antipodes in conjunction with a receiving set designed
was unfortunately marred by atmospherics, for quality? To those who do so for the
and these pernickity things also interfered first time the extraordinary faithfulness of

the business of constructing this best -of -all

reproducing instruments is so simple that
anyone of average handiness can under-

take it with every prospect of complete
Success. And the cost? Well, my instru-

ment ran me into very little over 43, all

told; and nobody can say that this

is

excessive for any kind of loud -speaker !

Washington Difficulties
I

hear that the

amateur has met

unexpected difficulties at the Washington

Conference in the shape of a proposal
by the British delegation that the British
amateur should be content with a series of
wavebands each confined to f oo kilocycles.

in width. When it is realised that, in the
event of ratification of the proposals, the
amateur transmitters of the whole world
with listeners in India and other parts of the reproduction comes as a revelation. will be confined to six wavebands of this
the East. Still, not only the Prince's words, It is not too much to say that music, width, some idea of the consternation
but also the singing at the Albert Hall, whether produced by brass, wood -wind, which prevails in amateur circles can be
reached thousands of British folk in odd strings, or percussion, comes through with imagined. It is not yet too late for this
corners of the earth, bringing them a very such absolute faithfulness that at a little proposal to be altered, however, and I hear
welcome message from the Old Country. distance it is practically impossible to tell that Messrs. Warner and Maxim, who are
Empire broadcasting is only just beginning, whether one is listening to the real thing or attending the conference on behalf of the
for we are still in the early experimental to a reproduction by wireless. Even such International Amateur Union, are exerting
stages. That so much has been accom- difficult transmissions as the playing of an every effort to guide the deliberations into
plished in so short a time is a fine augury organ or a full orchestra come through with more_ satisfactory channels.
It is interesting to note that the British
for the future. There are big difficulties, absolute perfection.
Many people imagine that that the coil - Government has always been most reluctbut they will be surmounted.

The Wrong End of the Stick
Much as I admire Captain Eckersley,
I cannot feel that he has struck quite the
right chord in his many pronouncements
upon Empire broadcasting. For some
reason that I do not quite understand, he
maintains that no Empire service can be
of any value whatever unless it is capable
of being re -broadcast by local stations in
far -away countries. Whilst I quite admit
that an occasional relay from the Mother

driven loud -speaker must necessarily pro- ant to give away much to the amateur
duce a large volute of sound, and that it is experimenter, whilst in the United States
therefore unsuitable for average - sized the reverse is the case. The result is that
rooms. This is quite erroneous, for the radio in that country has progressed to a
instrument will give excellent results even greater extent and the industry has benewhen the volume is quite small. The only fited considerably. One feels inclined to
real drawbacks to the coil -driven loud- ask why the British Government should be

speaker are, first of all, the size of the so tardy in its recognition of the British
baffle that must be used and, secondly, the
fact that a magnetising current is required.
Ideally the baffle should be four feet or so

amateur, when almost every other country
is comparatively liberal in its allocation of
wavebands for the use of the amateur.

square, but good results are obtainable

Country would be welcome to dwellers in with something a good deal smaller than
the Dominions and Colonies, I do not this. If you have a bookcase or a cupboard

A Strange Broadcast
.

During the week November 6 to 12 'most

believe that to make this possible is the available, you may make this house the of the Russian broadcasting stations were
main function of Empire broadcasting. loud -speaker quite conveniently. Where brought into action to celebrate the tenth
Reception upon the short waves is no there is electric light in the house the anniversary of the Union of Soviets.
longer, as some would have us believe, the problem of obtaining the magnetising cur- Many readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS
prerogative of experts; nor does it need rent is a simple one. But even those who appear to have heard the relay, effected by
apparatus that can be used for no other are not so fortunate need not imagine that the 1,450 -metre high -power station, of the
purpose. The set that is capable of being a coil -driven- loud -speaker is beyond their great festival which took place at the
used upon wavelengths below 5o metres reach. It can be worked perfectly well Academy Theatre in the capital, both on
makes a splendid receiver for the local from a 6 -volt accumulator, the necessary Sunday, November 6, and on the following
station if you provide it with suitable coils, current being from .75 to 2 amperes, day.. On Monday, November 7, the celefor there are few better all-round circuits, according to the design. I have myself no brations started at the very early hour of
than the Reinartz, some form of which is. supply from the mains available, and am 7 a.m. with a reception of the Communist
used in 99 per cent. of short-wave receivers. therefore compelled to use an accumulator. leaders in the famous Red Square. The

Nor is there any difficulty about operating a short-wave set, so far, at any rate, as

special concerts of what was advertised as

So Simple!
revolutionary music were literally broadAnother point that deters many from cast from the house -tops, for, as a matter

the reception of 25 -kilowatt stations is
concerned, however distant they may be. installing moving -coil loud -speakers is the
There are already untold thousandS of fear that they -may be very expensive to
British subjects all over the world who build. Several firms are now turning out
possess short-wave receiving sets and use complete sets of parts, including ready them regularly. To be able to receive the wound magnets. With the help of these

of fact, loud -speakers were installed in all
the public parks :andsquares.
A specially staged blood -curdling drama

was relayed to the transmitters from a
Moscow house of amusement, styled the

matter
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On Your Wavelength !

(continued)

..

frequency of the carrier wave is continually
changing within small limits. I believe a

mits the programmes of other Scandinavian

able. With me there is little, if any, difference in the volume obtainable from 5XX
and 5GB, both of them being just a little
A New System of Modulation
more powerful than 24.0, who is a good
I wonder whether We shall hear a great deal nearer. At the more distant place the
deal about this new system of modulation difference in signal strength between 5XX
which has been making its appearance in and 5GB was remarkable. I learnt that

cannot for the life of me see why it should.

Theatre of the Revolution, on Thursday,
November to, and on the following evening the Radioperedacha studio, through
the great Komintern station, broadcast a
novel entertainment, widely advertised,
namely, an " anti -religious musical bur-

stations. From some quarters reception of

French station has been carrying out Huizen is described as a little disappointing,
experiments on this system for some time, though in most places the volume and
but the peculiar quality or lack of it, has quality are excellent. It is certainly a stapassed unnoticed because there is such tion that you should try for. If your.
interference on many of the weaker stations receiver is not very selective, you will
lesque."
There is little doubt, from the reports in Europe to -clay that this particular station probably find him best after 7 p.m., Ior
received, that some of these transmissions did not appear to be anything out of the his wavelength is then further removed
were clearly heard by many readers, but ordinary. Mr. Reyner tells me that he is from those of 5XX and Radio -Paris.
the broadcasts must have puzzled them, writing an article on the system, which is
Inconsiderate
or in some instances listeners were not to appear very shortly.
Listeners to 5XX, unless they live in
able to differentiate them from (i) a bullThe Voice of 5GB
fight, (2) the relay of motor -cycle races,
1 have just been making a short stay in places within a comparatively short dis-,
(3) a boxing match, and (4) a rowdy the country at a place about eighty miles tance of Daventry, have been worried for
creditors' meeting. In every case, however, from Daventry. My own station is only some little time now by a persistent conboth time and wavelength definitely about half this distance away from his tinuous -wave signal which causes a good
pointed to Moscow
aerial, and one therefore finds it rather deal of interference with the broadcast
[Readers are reminded that the service difficult to appreciate variations in signal transmission. I must say that I regard this
of the Information Bureau is at their strength, which is always pretty consider- kind of thing as most unfair, and I really
disposal in cases of difficulty of identifying foreign stations.-ED.]

America. Judging by reports, it appears
that all manner of delightful advantages
arc to be experienced when this latest
method is adopted. We are told that the

when Daventry Junior first came into
operation he was quite as strong as his

waveband occupied by a station is a mere
fraction of what it is at the present time,
so that our circuits can be made very mud
more sharply tuned without any danger of
distortion. It is said, I believe, that
oscillation will become unknown, although
I am not quite sure about this. Whether it
means that an oscillating receiver does not
interfere with the neighbours or that such
a condition of affairs will produce so terrifying a noise in the set of the offender

5XX gives certainly 5o per cent more

that he immediately ceases to oscillate,
I cannot say; but no doubt we shall hear
more about it.
'The difficulty,

of course,

elder brother, but since that time there has
been a considerable falling off. At present

take place. The authorities at the station
responsible must know that they are using
the broadcasting wavelength, and surely a

shift of a few metres could be made in
order to avoid causing interference. One
finds the same sort of thing happening not
infrequently upon the very short waves.'
So much interference, for example, was
caused with 2XAD's transmissions that he
was compelled to change his Wavelength,
from 22.02 to 21.96 metres. Not once, but
many times, I have found amateurs

volume with an equal number of valves.
The newer station is, of. course, still -seldom British, I am glad to say-right
undergoing alterations 'and has not yet on top of stations such as 2XAF, WLW, or,
wforked at anything like full power. When KDKA. A few weeks ago, when PCJ J was,
the new aerial is rigged up and more power running one of his twenty -four-hour tests,'
used, I fully expect that 5GB will give a tonic -train transmitter kept up his'

louder signals than 5XX at most places, raucous dots and dashes for long periods
for greater power seems to be required to on a wavelength so cloSe to that of the
drive long -wave transmissions over a Dutch station that the interference could
not be eliminated.

distance.

On the short waves, anyhow, there is
plenty of room, and there is no reason
Those whO hate sets, and most people whatever why this sort of thing should

Two Good Newcomers

is that the have nowadays, capable of covering the

occur if only a little consideration is shown.

alteration has to be made at the trans- higher wavelength band, will probably have I must say that I do wish that the authori-'
mitting end and at the receiving end as discovered for themselves two excellent ties in all countries would combine to
well. The system is virtually a completely Continental stations that are now at work. forbid the use of T.T. or of raw A.C. by
new one. The power necessary for the These arc lialtindborg, the 7 -kilowatt those who transmit upon the very short

transmitter is very much smaller than is Danish station, which works on 1,153.8 waves.
required at the present time, while it is also metres, and Huizen, the new Dutch station,
Screened Valves and Short Waves
claimed that, up to a point, the strength of rated at 4 kilowatts, whose wavelength is
Readers who dabble in short-wave work
reception definitely increases as the dis- 1,84o metres until 7 p.m. and 1,95o from
tance away from the station is increased, then until closing -down time. Until may not be aware that one of the advanwhich there is a gradual fall -off again. Kalundborg got to work, Denmark was tages of the screened valve is that it will amThe net result apparently is that at a rather badly heard in the South of England, plify to quite a reasonable extent at short
given fairly large distance from the station for Copenhagen was difficult to pick up waves. Capt. Round, I believe, states that'
Lhe strength is much greater than with the

unless he was working at a time when other the amplification is of the order of seven at

present system, while the "wipe-out" stations were not, and Ryvang, on 1,150 these very high -frequencies, so that this
suggests another solution to the short-wave
effect close by a powerful transmitter is metres, has only a i-kilowatt plant.
u nknown.
Kalundborg appears to be well heard problem. All told, the short-wave outlook
everywhere, and one has now, therefore, a appears promising and there are now so
What the System Is
chance of tuning in the excellent Danish many programmes to choose from, that one
The essence of the system appears to be programmes. Kalundborg, as a matter of can spend quite a happy time chasing
that the frequency is modulated in some fact, does not confine himself to relaying broadcast programmes many thousands of
way rather than the amplitude, so that the Copenhagen, but sometimes also re -trans- miles distant.,
THERMION.
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Improving Set Appearance
WHEN holes are drilled in cabinets,
wood panels, or baseboards, the

1.

A Useful Tip

ence of potential in volts divided by the
ALITTLE tip, of which some readers current, in amperes, flowing.
may be ignorant, consists of stretching

Substituting our figures we get R =

edges are often left rough. The appearance the wire thoroughly before beginning the ohms =5 ohms. Thus a suitable resistance
of the set is greatly improved if shoe wiring of a set. This makes the wire value for a fixed resistor in this case would
'eyelets-such as can be obtained at any straight and stiff-besides increasing its be 5 ohms.
In full, the formula reads : Resistance
leather shop-are inserted into the holes. length. Care must be taken not to hold
required
in ohms equals the difference
No. i8 eyelet is suitable for holes made

with a

between the voltage of the accumulator and

drill and No. 20 when a

h -in. drill is used. With these sizes and
reasonable care a good fit is made.
Brown eyelets suit some woods, but the
black ones suit all.
E. W.

the working voltage of the valve, divided
by the normal current rating of the valve.
Our illustration shows a Cyldon fixed
resistor, this being one of a large 'range of
J. B.
resistors available in all values.

A Handy Tester

An Adaptor and Socket Hint

Stretching the Wire
OLD and broken components should
THERE is always the possibility when
never be thrown away. Of the many the covering of the wire in either the vice
a battery eliminator is being coupled
uses broken valves can be put to the follow- or the pliers. The wire should be stretched to the mains through an adaptor and.
ing is perhaps the most valuable to the in two or three -yard lengths.
P. I.
lamp socket of the current being applied the

constructor.

Fixed Resistors
SOLDERED
.101111-$

THIS is the "age of fixed resistors," but
not every amateur knows how to calcu-

late the right resistance values of these
handy little gadgets to meet his own
particular requirements.

A simple example is given, and substitution of the values chosen for those

SLOT.

wcurs AVE
WITH fla.

actually involved, will help to clear up any

Suppose we have a 6 -volt
accumulator and wish to run a valve at
difficulty.

5.5 volts. The difference between what we
A Handy Tester
An Adaptor and Socket Hint
A flash -lamp bulb is obtained and soldered
on to the broken filament leads of the valve.

the valve, any error in wiring will be found

wronc, way round. With most eliminators
the adaptor is the only switch provided,
and so some means whereby one can be
sure of connecting it correctly is required.

at the expense of the tester and not of a
valve. Many other uses of the tester will
H. 0.
occur to the reader.

Disconnect the adaptor and flex from
the eliminator and set, and then file a V

Then, if when trying out a hook-up, the
tester is placed in every holder before

Keeping the Bit Clean
HERE are three methods of cleaning
and tinning the soldering bit :(i) After heating the iron and filing it
clean, dip it in a little pure tin; this can be
obtained from most ironmongers, and is
known as "block" tin. The bit will now
take the solder easily.
(2) Melt a little solder in a tin -lid and

cover it with Fluxite. Passing the bit
through the Flu xite to the solder will
clean and tin it at the same time.
(3)

Heat the bit and rub it in sal -

ammoniac.

It will then tin easily.

This can be done in the following way.

notch against one plate of the adaptor and
lamp socket as shown in the sketch above.
Plug the adaptor into the socket with -the
is 6
= .5 volt.
Assuming that the valve passes amp., notches corresponding, and find the polarity
as most 6-volters do, then a resistance is of the wires coming from the adaptor.
This can easily be done by dipping them
required which will develop .5 volt across it
into a tumbler of water. The wire on which
when .t amp. is flowing through it.
Ohm's law comes to our aid in the form, most bubbles collect is the negative lead.
R= i i.e., reistarice in ohms equals differ- While doing this care should be taken to
A Fixed Resistor

want (5.5 volts) and what we've got (6 volts)

keep the wires well apart, and the water

Have you any practical
Odds and Ends" in use?
We pay for all published.
EllilI1:1IMIIMila,'!:'!!::::11::!:1::ViV!:I112:12:::1:1111111:ii:1;:;i1g111111111illitiii1111111112.11111111111::i1111111111V

should contain a dash of vinegar.
With the polarity of the wires found they
can be permanently connected to the

eliminator, seeing that the notches of the

adaptor' and socket correspond, being one's
R. B.
only care in the future.

meteor Wtre19.!,
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Correspondence should be brief and to the
taint and written on one side of the paper.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with

the views expressed by correspondents.

Norse and the Payentry. Programmes
should like to endorse- what.
H. P. (Hove) writes re the morse

S

nuisance. Surely the B.B.C. . has been in

existence long enough to do something in

the matter; but they appear perfectly

helpless, though one is inclined. to think
that if, London was affected by it something would be clone quickly.

The only English station we can use is
Paventry, and the programmes from there

are awful, night after night nothing but
serious talks, lectures, poems, and symphony concerts.
Granted that it must be a soul-leSs mind
that does not appreciate soine good music,
the same thing - applies to. something
clever and amusing.

Cannot something be done to get these
Daventry programmes made more popuB.B.C.
Writing to
useless. -211F (Worthing,

lar?

appears

The " Victory Three "
,-I have made the "Victory Three"
from the blueprint supplied by you,

and have used it with a B.T.H. loud-

speaker. I find the reception and tone very
good. This is especially so from Newcastle

The " M.O. Four "
5GB, and many of 'the foreigners is unapproachable, and with no reaction 5XX Li I R,Apropos of " Thermion's" comand 5GB give twice as much volume as
ments on the- " M.C. Four," I should
my cone loud -speaker can conveniently like to give_you my experience of this set.'
handle.
I might say that at two miles. from 2L0
I use 16o volts H.T. on the power valve I have had better results with this set that;
and 120 on the other valves. I find, by the with any other 1 have built. I built it
way, the following a very suitable com- from the _circuit and (lid not use a screened
bination : Det., B8; ist L.F., I'M ILI': coil, and was consequently not able to get
2nd L.F.; PM2 Power.
constant coupling; also, 1 had to insert a
.00h condenser in the earth to stabilise the
-J. C. G. (Birmingham).
set. However, -when]. found that a screened

A Fine Set

coil should have been used, I obtained a
blueprint arid rebuilt according to that',
kELESS; I made up the set " Britain's and I am well pleased. I have bought
screened H.F. valve, and would like
Most Popular Three-valver," described new
to
utilise
this; so could you tell me if this
about two years ado. It is everything that
will mean very much alteration?
I
enclose
a
photograph
of
can be desired.
F. A. H. (Holloway).
the set-. The top lid and sideS are of
[The
proposal
to
use
the screened valve
is
back
and
the
glass
bevelled plate
bevelled plate mirror. The entire case is with thiS set raises an interesting point
made of oak. The ac umulator and high- and one which cannot be answered without
tenSion battery are in Ihe cupboard under- a little experiment.' Some tests with the
neath. The terminals at the back are idea of obtaining a little information on
hidden froni view by a sliding panel, and this point will be carried out.-ED.1
A Suggestion
when disconnected the entire set can be
drawn out at the front.
I make a suggestion to valve
SIR'-May
manufacturers, to label valves. Use
W. T. I I. (Stourbridge).
SIR,-Being a keen reader of A M AT EUR

rheostat, 6 ohms or 3o ohms, for 2v.,
4v., 6y. accummulators, as the case may be.
This I think would be useful, in' the same

and London. I have not yet been able to
get any Continental stations at loud-.
eaker strength, but hope to be able to
do so when I have more experience with
the set. I have not had any previous

way that the marking or coloured rings
for H.F., R.C., Det., L.P. Valves has been

-J. C. (Edgbaston).

experience of -wireless.

A Lecture on " Simpler

-T. B. W. (Stockton-on-Tees).

-

C1R,-Just a. few lines to express my

Wireless "

READERS of Am AtEt!r: 'WIRELESS will

be interested to hear .that arrange-

L3 appreciation of your "Victory Three"
circuit. I have now had an opportiwity to
test it out thoroUghly, and the resultS are:
truly remarkable. I tuned in London

ments have been made for Mr. J. F.
Johnston to lecture before the Maidstone
and District Radio Society on his invention,'

"Simpler Wireless." This lecture will take
place at the Oddfellows' Hall, King Street,'

(2L0), both DaVentrYs, Manchester, Cork,

Nottingham, Bournemouth, Langenberg,
Oslo, Stuttgart, Haniburg, Hanover, Leip-

Maidstone, on Tuesday, November 29;

rig, Madrid, Toulouse, . Petit PariSien,
Vienna (Rosenhuegel), Milan, Rome,.

commencing at 8 -.p.m. The Society invites
all interested in wireless, whether members

Beunn, and, on the long waves, Hilversum,
Radio -Paris, Konigswusterhausen, Radio
Polskie, and Eiffel Tower; all varying from
moderate to full speaker strength.

hon. secretary, Mr. H. T. Cogger, of
44 Postley Road, Maidstone, will be

This is by no means a "freak evening"
stunt, as I have been able to reproduce it
any evening I wished; the purity of 5XX,

or not; to be present at this lecture. The
pleased to, supply further particulars.
The Set built by Mr. Hughes of Stourbridge,
referred to in the accompanying letter,

The new Cologne (Germany) relay station was officially *fled on Noi,=ember 15.
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BROADCASTERS OF THE MONTH
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DORIS GAMBELL-Miss Gonthell, nervea
cnd singer too, noted for her solos in" Peer Gynt,"
appears this month also in Hauptmann's play.

Sil

ELSIE St'DDABY.-An early broadcast star,

Miss Suddaby has won fame in concert hall and

oratorio work alike. As a studio soloist, she excels
by reason of a perfect diction and ease of delivery.

She is also attached to the Liverpool broadcast in
" Cousin Doris " rn the Kiddies'

station, as

,5/'
5

Co, Her.
w/wwww,;www,wwwwww4,

r

MARGARET FA IRILSS.-One of our best.

.34,/

//

//////

Al& /44,//.44:4%

known English violinists .an early student at the
Guildhall School of Music, Miss Fairless has won

/

tl

lame all over eke country, her repertoire including
Door's Violin Concerto, which she has played at
Queen's Hall.

4

I
1

F

,,,,

Mr. SLYDEL.-As conductor of the Royal
Automobile Club Band, Mr. Slydel quickly

OLLY OAKLLY.-A virtuoso on the banjo,

Mr. Oakley first became known to listeners hr his
collaboration with Will Van Allen. Their dual
banjo act was one of the earliest of tariety turns.

0
0
0

He is touring 7:07C as soloist.

1'4

4;

jumped into wireless fame.. Lately his own octet
has been found one of the best of the miniature
orchestras heard at 2.1.0.

0

:4yy
g

w/orow///w/w/oW//W///e/w//rwkV/Ate

REBECt -I CLARK L-Tite :Iola is not alawys
recognised as a solo instrument, but Miss Clarke
shares honours with Lionel Tertis for shownm its
virtues in this capacity. She is a composer as well
a; a member of the Aeolian Players.
"6

0

Slyj
.0.1SWAIWIINOWOHNOWNY,Whaeaf,YAYAWNOSTANOWIWAMOSWIYIWIW

PRIMROSE.-This
a Guildhall student; he early secured notice as a
soloist at Queen's Hall.
He has toured all
T1'ILT,L4111

stations many times and was heard'to good advan-

tage recently in the Cellar Franck Sonata, with
Mr. Berke!), Mason.

/AWMWW/110/79WAWA4WIWIAW//1/WAY/

WILLIAM tilACREADY.-One of the be,! -

YOHN PERRY.-One of the earliest of broad-

station, where all the big plays were early produced.

re-appecfrance early this month. A member of the
old an Rosa Company, he has sung nearly every
principal role in the standard operas.

known Shakespearean actors, Mr. Macready teas
appointed dramatic producer of Birmingham

He seas the first to essay such plays as " Under
Two Flags."

cast -operatic stars, Mr. Perry made a welcome

mattur Wtrelo.:1
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS

Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

is
Burton Micro -log Dial

as many sections as arc required. More-

of large diameter and is provided with two

On test, we obtained good life at heavy

can be mounted in a horizontal position if

holes so that it can be readily screwed
LOW -MOTION dials of one sort or over, the battery is always complete, down to the baseboard. Thus the rheostat
whatever
number
of
sections
in
use.
L-3 another are almost essential with
modern circuits. A new addition to the

desired.

range on the market is the Micro -log dial,
put on the market by C. E. and H. Burton,
of Progress Works, Bernard Street, 'Walsall.
This is of the usual edge -driven disc type,

In this position the engraved scale is
still retained, and can be fixed in place by
screwing down the single -hole fixing nut.
Access to the fixing holes when baseboard
mounting is used is quite easily obtained
by removing the knob and dial, while the
arm is sufficiently springy to give a good
firm contact without any harshness. Wo

the actual reduction being 12 to r, a ratio
winch gives a reasonably slow motion for
most ordinary purposes, while not being
too slow for rapid searching.

The dial itself is housed in a bakelite
moulding having a window at the top

can without any hesitation recommend

through which the dial proper can be seen.

this component to readers.

The indications arc engraved from o to

Sifam Voltmeter

zoo, reading in both directions, so that the
instrument will suit all types of condenser.
A celluloid window is provided through

which the dial can be read, a hair line

is with pleasure that we welcome a

ITnew pocket voltmeter marketed by

Eton Glass H.T. Battery

Sifam Electri, al Instrument Co., 1.1.d.,
discharges of 20 to 23 milliamps from the
oa Page Street, Wcstm.nster.
battery, which undoubtedly forms an
It is a moving -iron instrument provided.
interesting contribution to the problem of with twb ranges, .one reading up to 6 volts
the provision of high tension.
for ordinary L.T. work and the other up
to 120 volts for H.T. testing. The positive

Lisenin Universal Rheostat

terminal is CO11111100, while two leads are

ARHEOSTAT of universal application
should find its place in many receivers.
Sometimes panel and sometimes baseboard
mounting is preferable, The Universal
rheostat, made by the Lisenin Wireless Co.,

of Connaught House, fa Edgware Road,
Burton Micro -log Dial

Marble Arch, W.2, has -been designed with

engraved in red indicating the exact posi- the object of meeting this need. It is
tion. A portion of this window is cut away similar in construction to the ordinary
so that the call signs of various stations types of rheostat, a circular resistance unit
which tune in at the various positions can being carried on a framework which serves
be entered on the dial itself, thereby as a bearing for the moving contact arm.
obtaining, as the name implies, a log of the
Sifam Pocket Voltmeter
receiver with which the dial is used.
The motion was found to be smooth and
provided terminating in spikes with insusufficient to drive a heavy gang condenser
lated grips for the two negative terminals,
without slipping.
according to the range required. The two

leads arc coloured red and black respectively, corresponding to the scales on the

Eton High-tension Unit
ON a principle somewhat similar to the
expanding bookcase, the Eton Glass
Battery Company, of 46 St. Mary's Road,
Leyton, E., have produced a high-tension

unit in a form suitable for building up
any required size of battery..
The unit in question contains six large -

instrument.
In considering the performance of such

an instrument it is necessary to bear in
mind the circumstances. A meter of this
Lisenin Universal Rheostat

bearing is arranged to give single -hole
capacity cells, thus providing 9 volts per The
fixing
if the instrument is mounted on the
unit. The cells arc housed in a neat wooden
panel,
and a neat engraved scale shows the
case, 53/t in. by 4 in. by 3 in. high. The position
of the moving arm.
cells themselves contain a circular zinc
The
other
end of the framework, howsurrounding a porous pot, which contains
ever,
is
bent
round
to form a foot. This is
the carbon and depolariser elements. The

tops of the cells arc coated with compound

to prevent creeping, and altogether the
unit forms a very neat section, so that any
required voltage can be built up by adding

If

Let "Amateur Wireless
solve your problems

nature is intended for a rapid test-, and can
therefore take a fairly heavy current
momentarily. Moreover, a dead -beat move-

ment is not necessary. We found the
needle came to rest quite rapidly enough
for practical purposes, while the current
consumption was not excessive. The full
scale deflection required 3o milliamps on
the high-tension range and two to three
times as much on the low-tension, where,
however, the consumption is of less import-

ance. The accuracy we found good, the
readings being, if anything, a trifle high.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
T WONDERED why the Armistice Day
I service began at exactly ro.16 a.m. I
thought they must have cut it very fine.
As it was, the Bishop of Dover's address
was cat short, and I am perfectly certain
that before that happened lots of people

them out, and repeated another most good propaganda for drinking, and I hope
reverently !
the B.B.C. is getting royalties from Mr.
Whether racing results in full should be Bung. Mr. Huntley Wright's gags were

afflicted on all listeners is open to doubt,
for people sufficiently interested in racing
invariably buy newspapers, and bookwere- wondering whether he would be over- makers certainly don't need to be told !
stepping the time. On such an occasion the
two minutes' silence is more impressive
The good old Roosters with their war
than any words.
reminiscences are certainly welcome, especially at this time of the year, and I am only
As soon as Rex Palmer announced that sorry that they had time to give only the
the audience at the,Queen's Hall had been first part of their wonderfully realistic turn.

full of very ordinary allusions to' kuinmel,

impossible; and, sure enough, from force while hence of hearing the funny "crown
of habit the audience did applaud-but and anchor " and " parade" episodes.
once only. They restrained themselves
admirably after that.
The Prince of Wales has a good wireless
voice and is regarded, officially, as one of
The Director -General certainly threw a the best speakers. He must have been
bombshell into his own home by his frank speaking from St. James's Palace, how-

sion. Mr. -Young is one of the distinguished,

burgundy, and beer. He apparently misunderstands the initials B.B.C., which.
have nothing to do with alcohol.
Poetry -reading, alas, ain't so popular:

with the populace, as mother said it should
be ! But those poems read by Mr. Filso4
Young weren't so bad, although hisi
extemporary comments between the poems

asked not to applaud I said that was Perhaps we will have an opportunity a little resulted in a little uncertainty of expres-

criticism of the Children's Hour and
variety. In regard to the latter he bears

band of official critics, so he won't mind
this little well-meaning criticism from me.
Sir Walford Davies' Male Voice Choir'
showed fine drilling, and the choirmaster

proved that he is as practical as he is a
ever, for had he been in the studio he good theorist. If I may venture a criticism,
would have had the warning before 'him however, the words were not clearly

out the criticisms I have made in these forbidding everybody except the an- enunciated.
columns. But as for the Children's Hour nouncers to say " Good evening" and
I don't think he will find everybody agree- " Good night," a rule which I think is cold
A definite success among the variety
ing with him. I often listen, and believe and unnecessary. I was glad H.R.H. broke turns the other evening was Mr. Fred.
they are very well done on the whole, it so charmingly.
Lewis in impersohations. His "Harry
considering that some new stunt has to be
organised every day and sometimes twice
I was left to expect, by friends who had
a day. Of course, I take it that Sir John heard the rehearsals, that The Cousin from
did utter these words, although if they Nowhere was good stuff, but this play
were torn from the context, as words some- -like others put over by the B.B.C.--is
times are, they might have meant something entirely different.

Weldon" was a masterly piece of mimicry,

and even deserved the applause of_ the
claque in the studio. Marion and Herbert
were also good, and altogether the turns
were much better than usual.

When I listened to Keith Falliner singing,

I thought for a while that it was Harold
Williams ! He sang songs by Frank Bridges,

Stanforth, Sergeant, and Blvw as only a
master could. Elizabeth Schumann gave
delightful renderings of German songs, but
I wish she had included one or two of the
better known songs.

The gentleman who react the racing
results on Armistice Day did so to very
slow music. -Whether he was endeavouring

to read 'illegible writing I don't know, but

he read as if he were tick -tacking the

results to people in the country somewhere
-yokels who had never heard the names of
the horses before. It ought to he rather

obvious that only listeners actually interested in racing want to hear the results at
all,

and these know the names of the

horses by heart. Yet he stopped once or
twice after pronouncing the names, to spell

ARMISTICE DAY BROADCAST FROM CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL
Troop., orrii,;;Q at the Cathedral for the service' that was broadcast to the Empire
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controlled by a neutral-

has not been found pos-

sible, in general, up to

)

the present. Circuits
which arc perfectly sat-

isfactory on broadcast
wavelengths will not
function correctly on

the very short wave.4

owing to the very much
higher frequency in-

A Short-wave Receiver incorporating Fixed and Stable H.F.
Amplification-a new and very
desirable feature

for Short - wave
Work

volved.
In an ordinary broad -

;.:.;es between the

ployed which are kept
low, but which, never -

6

Particular Attention has been given to the Layout
theless, exist. They do
OTHOSE readers who employ high -fre- not cause any appreciable trouble in normal

In the short-wave field our method of
reception at the present time usually consists in making the detector circuit as
efficient as possible and following it by one

or more stages of note magnification. The
reception

of America or Australia is a

matter of comparative ease to the expert,
but one.of no little difficulty to the novice,
since it requires considerable skill in tuning

and the adjustments arc of a distinctly
critieal !tat or.e

Easier Tuning

working, but if we attempt to use such

transformers on very short waves the leakage effect becomes very serious. Capacity
couplings again can be reduced to a small
value for broadcast work when they cause
us no further trouble, but each individual

capacity may give rise to uncontrollable

reaction if the same methods are applied to
short-wave work. Couplings often exist in
receivers due to single -turn coils formed by
the wiring itself, while there is often quite
an appreciable coupling between various
circuits due to direct coupling taking place
through the medium of the filament.

THIE

Three -Continent
Three
Designed by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Special Methods
All these points become of outstanding
importance at very high frequencies and
have all conspired to render satisfactory
H.E. amplification impracticable in the

simplified, even if the actual strength of
signals finally obtained was not very much

go;w-r than before. Unfortunately, this

The proldem has recently been.
investigated thoroughly, however, by a
group of engineers at the Igraine Electric
Company, in; a result of which they have
devised sonic high -frequency transformers
in which the lealcages have been. reduced

to very small values. The use of these
transformers

coupled

with suitable precauI ions in the actual wir-

ing up of any receiver
enables really stable and
efficient high -frequency

amplification to be obtained prior to the
detector valve.
As an example of the
el ficiency of the system,

the fact may be cited
flat America has been
heard at clear telephone
strength as early in the

evening as 5.3o p.m.,
While Australia (2FC)
Effective Screening is Provided

The Complete Three -Continent Three

are

very tightly coupled to
the secondary coils,
they act as tappings on
the tuned circuit, so the
method is really only
.t variant of the original

ary of i-he H.F. transThe Wiring' is Straightforward
former in the normal
manner, this system giving a smooth and between the two circuits and the valve even control over the oscillations. The holders arc fairly long and are kept sepcurrent is passed from the anode of the arated. These leads normally carry no
detector valve through to the primary of current so that their length, within reason,
an ordinary L.E. transformer, the 1..E. is immaterial.
stage being normal in every respect. 13e for:
Secondly, all earth potential points ill
reaching the transformer, however, 1,o any orr._:, circuit have been connected as
current has to pass through a doubt: far as possible to one point. It is not
high -frequency filter winch consists of two sufficient to pick up a negative L.T. point
high -frequency short-wave chokes in at sonic convenient place, because the
series, with two by-pass condensers running inductance of the leads is sufficient at the
down to the negative.
high frequencies involved, to introduce
feed -back into the various circuits. It will
Layout
hi any receiver, layout exercises an he noticed that I have run a negative
important effect upon the results obtained.
In this particular instance, the question of

layout is of more vital importance. The

bus -bar right along the back of the set and
the various earth connections of the circuit
ere taken to this bus -bar as lletir as possible
io the valve -holder concerned, so that the;
possibility of feed -back line to direct
coupling is avoided.
Finally, it will be observed that the
moving plates of the condensers have been

The circuit of tie Three -Continent ?he transformer is tuned and the voltages
Three is in many respects perfectly are applied across the grid and filament of
straightforward. There is the customary the - detector valve through the usuad
tuned -grid circuit with a loose coupled condenser and leak to obtain rectification.

aerial. The anode circuit of this valve is
connected to H.T. through a short-wayci Neutralising
choke, the high -frequency current passing

first through the primary of the H.F.

the loud -speaker with
1 I.E. dot, and one L.F.

transformer and then down to earth through
a .001 condenser. The secondary circuit of

Neutralisation is effected through the
medium of two neutralising windings, one
coupled to the aerial coil and the other to
the H.E. coil. The amount of coupling is

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

connected directly to the buslbar instead
of taking a somewhat shorter connection
between the bus -bar and the coil. This is
done to avoid hand effect so that the 1110V pintos shall definitely be at earth

0

the wiring up. In the
first place the connec-

0

t ions between the coils
and the tuning conden-

<>

0

sers have been kept as
short as possible and

(>

the two leads have been

0
0

run as near together as

can often be received on

lal<>0000C<><>00CCO,OCC00004.(><>C-: <>0--->O<><><><><><>0<.:0-:"."---->:><>C--

neutralising coils

engineers of the Igraine, Electric Company,
who evolved this system of amplification,
spent several months trying different
layouts in order to overcome various
practical troubles. I myself have carried
out various experiments with tins particular
system, in the course of which a number of
layouts were tried. The particular layout
adopted in this receive]. .q/ould not be
dei:!iated from in any pariicular.
There are two intortailt points about

past.

t would. appear, therefore, that if high frequency amplification could be obtained
before the detector, tuning would be much

8

unusual, but since the

tion of Hazeltine.
Reaction is app]
through a condenseicontrolled circuit
coupled to the second-

neutralising
primary,
and secondary windings
on the transformers em-

quency amplification in their normal
receivers (and they must he in the majority
by now) will realise the difference which a
high -frequency stage makes to the tuning.
The reception of a particular distant station
is a matter of comparative case instead of
one requiring a certain manipulative skill
almost akin to juggling.

This. method of
neutralising is a little

grid -to -grid neutra fi

c f.st set we have leak -

J

ising condenser in
series.

possible. -I. his

is

to

avoid the formation of

0

closed loops in ILAe
wiring. Such leakae,
inductance,,.; ass it
called, will upstft thi

neutralising adjustment
so that it will not hold

good over the

whole
scale. The actual leads

The Receiver is Neat in Appearance
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controlled by a neutral-

has not been found pos-

sible, in general, up to

)

the present. Circuits
which arc perfectly sat-

isfactory on broadcast
wavelengths will not
function correctly on

the very short wave.4

owing to the very much
higher frequency in-

A Short-wave Receiver incorporating Fixed and Stable H.F.
Amplification-a new and very
desirable feature

for Short - wave
Work

volved.
In an ordinary broad -

;.:.;es between the

ployed which are kept
low, but which, never -

6

Particular Attention has been given to the Layout
theless, exist. They do
OTHOSE readers who employ high -fre- not cause any appreciable trouble in normal

In the short-wave field our method of
reception at the present time usually consists in making the detector circuit as
efficient as possible and following it by one

or more stages of note magnification. The
reception

of America or Australia is a

matter of comparative ease to the expert,
but one.of no little difficulty to the novice,
since it requires considerable skill in tuning

and the adjustments arc of a distinctly
critieal !tat or.e

Easier Tuning

working, but if we attempt to use such

transformers on very short waves the leakage effect becomes very serious. Capacity
couplings again can be reduced to a small
value for broadcast work when they cause
us no further trouble, but each individual

capacity may give rise to uncontrollable

reaction if the same methods are applied to
short-wave work. Couplings often exist in
receivers due to single -turn coils formed by
the wiring itself, while there is often quite
an appreciable coupling between various
circuits due to direct coupling taking place
through the medium of the filament.

THIE

Three -Continent
Three
Designed by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Special Methods
All these points become of outstanding
importance at very high frequencies and
have all conspired to render satisfactory
H.E. amplification impracticable in the

simplified, even if the actual strength of
signals finally obtained was not very much

go;w-r than before. Unfortunately, this

The proldem has recently been.
investigated thoroughly, however, by a
group of engineers at the Igraine Electric
Company, in; a result of which they have
devised sonic high -frequency transformers
in which the lealcages have been. reduced

to very small values. The use of these
transformers

coupled

with suitable precauI ions in the actual wir-

ing up of any receiver
enables really stable and
efficient high -frequency

amplification to be obtained prior to the
detector valve.
As an example of the
el ficiency of the system,

the fact may be cited
flat America has been
heard at clear telephone
strength as early in the

evening as 5.3o p.m.,
While Australia (2FC)
Effective Screening is Provided

The Complete Three -Continent Three

are

very tightly coupled to
the secondary coils,
they act as tappings on
the tuned circuit, so the
method is really only
.t variant of the original

ary of i-he H.F. transThe Wiring' is Straightforward
former in the normal
manner, this system giving a smooth and between the two circuits and the valve even control over the oscillations. The holders arc fairly long and are kept sepcurrent is passed from the anode of the arated. These leads normally carry no
detector valve through to the primary of current so that their length, within reason,
an ordinary L.E. transformer, the 1..E. is immaterial.
stage being normal in every respect. 13e for:
Secondly, all earth potential points ill
reaching the transformer, however, 1,o any orr._:, circuit have been connected as
current has to pass through a doubt: far as possible to one point. It is not
high -frequency filter winch consists of two sufficient to pick up a negative L.T. point
high -frequency short-wave chokes in at sonic convenient place, because the
series, with two by-pass condensers running inductance of the leads is sufficient at the
down to the negative.
high frequencies involved, to introduce
feed -back into the various circuits. It will
Layout
hi any receiver, layout exercises an he noticed that I have run a negative
important effect upon the results obtained.
In this particular instance, the question of

layout is of more vital importance. The

bus -bar right along the back of the set and
the various earth connections of the circuit
ere taken to this bus -bar as lletir as possible
io the valve -holder concerned, so that the;
possibility of feed -back line to direct
coupling is avoided.
Finally, it will be observed that the
moving plates of the condensers have been

The circuit of tie Three -Continent ?he transformer is tuned and the voltages
Three is in many respects perfectly are applied across the grid and filament of
straightforward. There is the customary the - detector valve through the usuad
tuned -grid circuit with a loose coupled condenser and leak to obtain rectification.

aerial. The anode circuit of this valve is
connected to H.T. through a short-wayci Neutralising
choke, the high -frequency current passing

first through the primary of the H.F.

the loud -speaker with
1 I.E. dot, and one L.F.

transformer and then down to earth through
a .001 condenser. The secondary circuit of

Neutralisation is effected through the
medium of two neutralising windings, one
coupled to the aerial coil and the other to
the H.E. coil. The amount of coupling is

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

connected directly to the buslbar instead
of taking a somewhat shorter connection
between the bus -bar and the coil. This is
done to avoid hand effect so that the 1110V pintos shall definitely be at earth

0

the wiring up. In the
first place the connec-

0

t ions between the coils
and the tuning conden-
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sers have been kept as
short as possible and
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the two leads have been

0
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run as near together as
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engineers of the Igraine, Electric Company,
who evolved this system of amplification,
spent several months trying different
layouts in order to overcome various
practical troubles. I myself have carried
out various experiments with tins particular
system, in the course of which a number of
layouts were tried. The particular layout
adopted in this receive]. .q/ould not be
dei:!iated from in any pariicular.
There are two intortailt points about

past.

t would. appear, therefore, that if high frequency amplification could be obtained
before the detector, tuning would be much
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unusual, but since the

tion of Hazeltine.
Reaction is app]
through a condenseicontrolled circuit
coupled to the second-

neutralising
primary,
and secondary windings
on the transformers em-

quency amplification in their normal
receivers (and they must he in the majority
by now) will realise the difference which a
high -frequency stage makes to the tuning.
The reception of a particular distant station
is a matter of comparative case instead of
one requiring a certain manipulative skill
almost akin to juggling.

This. method of
neutralising is a little

grid -to -grid neutra fi

c f.st set we have leak -

J

ising condenser in
series.

possible. -I. his

is

to

avoid the formation of

0

closed loops in ILAe
wiring. Such leakae,
inductance,,.; ass it
called, will upstft thi

neutralising adjustment
so that it will not hold

good over the

whole
scale. The actual leads

The Receiver is Neat in Appearance
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maltur Wires
potential. The importance of this will be
appreciated when it is realised that the
tuning coils on the short waves only

contain some so in. or 12 in. of wire.

Screening..
A capacity screen is placed in between

the H.F. and the detector circuit while a

790
Four terminals, marked Aerial, Earth,
L.S. - , L.S.+ (Belling and Lee).
One 7 -way terminal strip marked H.T. 4-,
G.B.÷, G.B. H.T. - , L.T.+,

photographs and diagram. The use of a

full size blueprint (price r/-) is helpful in.
this respect, since the layout of the original
receiver should be followed as carefully as

HT +/
T-1-2

Os

obtainable
quired.

re-

if

both of which are the same, and with a
pair of shears or old scissors cut a strip

Construction

is the marking out cut this strip off the right end. The effect
of the panel for the is to:give 11/4 in. more baseboard space at
three condensers. If the back where the terminal strip runs.

.U001
/1-1/2

may

be

remarked

in passing that it

H

-00/

LT

.7. Switch 68
o-

screen

is

placed between

is

(Continued on page 796)

essential to use condensers which do not
project too much
from the back of the
panel. The conden-

sers should be

mounted in the positions shown, the two
pairs of terminals on
each side and the on off switch under-

weadii,fi .0.003

Circuit of " Three -Continent Three "

second

possible
Next take one of the two screens provided,

11,..4in. off the edge farthest away from the
The first operation panel.
Make quite sure that you

Ch4e

.ir/ye.

on the baseboard as indicated on the

*These components are obtainable as
the Igranic Short-WaVe Amplifier Kit.
Extra transformers covering a range of
30 to 70 metres are

L.F. T-afist,

sr=

the two holes for fixing the screens in position as shown when the panel maybe placed
on one side. Next lay out the components

(Aermonic).

1

HE

NOVEMBER 20,4027

neath. Finally, drill

Details of Panel Drilling

the

reaction condenser and the detector condenser. This is done partly to avoid H.F.

getting into the L.F. stages, but also to

AP11.1404

PA/YEZ/6;3-"8-

/A/ui7iriam screen

8Ll/fPR/NT,
I

avoid coupling between the reaction condenser and the first H.F. The single

screen between H.F. and detector stage
does not entirely obviate this, and the
second screen is found very desirable in
this can
List of Components
One panel i6 in. by 8 in. by I/4 in.

7:2 fixea'
p/a/ 4.5

00,03

Mid

(RaymOnd, Ebonart, Becol, or Peto-Scott).

One baseboard, r6 in. by 9 in. (Cameo,
or Raymond).
Three .0003 condensers, square -law type
with slow motion dial (Ormond, Jackson,
Cvldon, or Formo).
*Two special short-wave H.F. transformers, 15 to 4o metres (Igraine).

L.7:15Wireer

eve/ of
seba7ra>

BASE80489
934-16'

*Two mounting bases for H.F. trans-

formers (Igranic).
*Two aluminium screens (Igraine).
*Three special H.F. chokes (Igraine).
One baseboard -mounting neutralising
condenser (Peto-Scott, Wearite, or Lissen).
Three low -loss valve -holders (Bouvet --

f. ff.- //rids

Ne/JAW./S(ily 471,71)-

54

L/F Thawsfr
Chok

Lowe, Whiteline, Lissen, or Raymond).
Two .000r fixed condensers (Lissen,
Dubilier, or Melhuish).

Two .0003 fixed condensers (Lissen,
Dubilier, or Melhuish).

ifs

One .loor fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, or Melhuish).
One baseboard -mounting rheostat, 6

ohms (Lissen; or Igranic).
One on -off switch (Wearite, Trix, or
Lissen).

One L.F. transformer 4 to
R.I. and Variey, or Po wquip).

r

(B.T.H.,

'ler/W 61/a -

I

8WM[0MM @

To yria'

The Wiring Diagram of the " Three -Continent Three " (Blueprint available, price 1;-)
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Now no home need
lack a Loud Speaker
Th.
" Lissenola "
instantly
concerts
any gramophone into
u loud speaker.

The introduction of the LISSENOLA at the amazingly low price
of 13'6 created an unparalleled stir. Unbiased critics seated
behind a screen and asked to distinguish between a thirteen -and sixpenny LISSENOLA and other loud speakers selling at several
pounds have been completely at a loss.
Make the test for yourself : go to your nearest dealer and ask him
to put on the best loud speaker in his stock. Then use the same
horn on the Lissenola, and see if you can notice any difference.
THE LISSENOLA is sold exactly as

illustrated above, and with every
instrument are simple directions
and full-size exact patterns which
show you clearly how for a few
pence to make a horn of proved
efficiency to attach to it. Or if
you possess a gramophone or any
loud -speaker horn --or any horn or
trumpet-that will serve admirably.
A

cone

mpliragin

loud
speaker
can
easily be constructed.

Th

illustration

shows
01

one method
mounting

Your dealer

Full directions joy
making this horn
are given with every
" Lissenola."

GET A LISSENOLA for your home

-and build yourself a loud speaker
fully equal in performance to the

finest that money can buy. You
can cover the horn with fancy
paper, or wallpaper, and paint it

Another

utilising

way
the

of
cone

method
diaphragm
of construction

to resemble a factory article. Also
by using the " Lissen " Reed (sold
separately for 1, -) the Lissenola

will carry a cone, or any other
diaphragm working on the reed
principle.

iiill gladly demonstrate

and .supply-or send postal order direct

BUY THE LISSENOLA

The "Lis en"

and build your own loud speaker

jowl speaker.

LISSEN LTD. ( Managing Director : T. N. COLE), Lissenium Works,

16-20, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

'Phone : RICHNIOND 2285 (4 lines).

'Grains :

Lissenium, Phone, London."

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with You; Order

steed

(pat.
A ttrichment
tut
pending) foe
with cone diaphragm's
Pries

Climatal.
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RULES. -Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessare details. Ask one

question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below.

Tuning of Crystal Set.
Q. -Some crystal sets are tuned Ur means of a
variometer and others by means of a .eariable
condenser and plug7in. coil. What art' thc
advantages and disadvantages of each method?

-IV. E. R. (Essex).
A. -The variometer method has the advan-

tage of greater simplicity, as only one
component is required in place of the coil. coil holder, and variable condenser. It is. in
effect,

being connected across a source of electrical

supply and discharged by connectimt «n e.rternal
circuit across their terminals. ----P. V. (S.E.i).

A. -Although what s -on say is correct so far

When Asking
Technical Queries

a variable inductance of which the

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point
7

Q. -When a tuned -anode stage of H. h. is

I

used before a detector valve and zyken magnetic
reaction is employed, is it better to couple the
reaction coil to the anode coil or to the aerial roil
L. (W.6).

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will he
found on the last page.

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

be provided, but it will be necessary to

charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
A. -Greater selectivity and slightly greater
and designs.
sensitivity will be obtained when the reaction
coil is coupled to the aerial coil, as then the fa
clamping of the aerial circuit will be reduced.
However, such an arrangement may cause a in a condenser is actually electricity- a charge
great deal of interference if the set is allowed in this case consisting of a displacement of
to oscillate. The set will be rather easier to electrons. In an accumulator it is not elecadjust, much less liable to cause interference, tricity which is stored but chemical energy.
and only very slightly less sensitive if the The charging current is used to bring about a.
reaction coil is coupled to the anode coil. It is, chemical change in the accumulator, and when
however, by no means impossible to cause the accumulator is being discharged, it is
regaining its original chemical condition, during
interference with this latter method. -G. N.
which process a current of electricity is proCondenser and Accumulator.
duced. Put briefly, the difference between a
you please explain tlw ditrerfice condenser and an accumulator is that in the
beticeen a condenser and an accumulator.
first the action is electronic and in the second
as I can make out they are both charged up b

molecular. --G. N.

The World's Short-wave Stations

Call
Sign,
PCLL

(Continued from page 7Si
Gtrll

Sign.
KZET

KEB
NFl)

ERP

liKU

Wave -

length.

30.0
21.8
24.3
49.5
90.0

11.KAr
12C.Ri..,

Location.

Afanilla, Philippine Islands.
Los Angeles, U.S.A.
Denver, U.S.A.
Salt Lake City, U.S.A.

NlO
Hawaii, Sandwich Islands.
ED.KA (r) 62.5? Pittsburg, I'a..
58.79? Pittsburg,
26.o
Pittsburg, Pa.. U.S.A.
NKR
17.0
Bellvue, D.C., U.S.A.
NKr
(.t.o Bellvue, D.C., U.S.A.
R
20.8
Bellvue, D.C., U.S.A.
7, AL
20.0
Navy Yd., Washington,
NAL

NAJ
NOSH
NI G
NAS
PC1111.

POS

PRH

rctr

PC jI (T)

30.6
40.0
40.0
36.8
45.0
4o.o
20.5
18.17
23.o
21.0
so.2

RDW
SPIT
SPAY

SPI
SUC
SAJ
TEA

MY (B)
VIZ (B)

VNB (1)
V%VZ (a)

l

VET

Coco, Solomon Isla nd.
Honolulu, Sandwich

V ES

Gt. Lakes, II.,

San Francisco, t'.S.A.
Penasacola,
Holland.
Lisbon.

Java, East Indies.

Holland.
Eindhoven, Holland.

I1'ave-

length,
46.0
21.8
20.8
27.o
83.o
15.5
28.4
17.0
47.3

50.0
49.5

TSB Ship 46.5

U.S.A.

Navy Yd., Washington,

Q. -I am using a crystal set, but can only

receive the Manchester station and Daventry. If
I add a one -valve L.F.amplifier. shall I be able to

as it goes, a condenser and an accumulator receive more stations? -.D. V. S. (Lams),
are fundamentally different, What is stored
A. -The effect of adding the L.F. amplifier
El will be to increase considerably the volume

resistance does not vary when the inductance
is varied. Its chief disadvantage is that only
a comparatively narrow waveband -can be
covered. On the other hand, if a variable condenser is used in conjunction with a plug-in
coil, the set may be tuned to any wavelength
if a suitable coil is used. --N. F.
Reaction.

L.F. Amplifier.

\IS

VAS

WAj
AVI3U

WUT
AV IR

\VGG

WTT

24.7
25.6
34.0

-15.08

34.6
16.3
42.0
22.0
51.0
52.o
22.0
14.0
21.2
43-0
16.0
14.8
16.1

Lora.

Keetwijk.
Russia.
Russia.

Leningrad .
Moscow.
Rio, South _A nu2rica

Rio, South America.
Rio, South America..
Cairo, Egypt.
Karlsborg, Sweden.
Reykajayik, Iceland.
s.s. Helder.
Melbourne, Australia.
Melbourne, Australia.
Capetown, South Africa.
Capetown, South Africa.
Poona, India.
Poona, India.
Queensland, Australia.
Sydney, Australia.
Sydney, Australia.
Nova Scotia, Canada.
New York,
New York, U.S.A.
San Juan, U.S.A.
New York, U.S.A.
New York, I.S.A.
New York, U.S.A.
New York. U.S.A.

from the stations you can already receive, but
it will not appreciably increase the range of
the set, so that it is very unlikely that von will
be able to receive any station you cannot hear
now. To increase the range of the set-, in order
to hear more stations, you should add a ILE
amplifier.

Tin§ will not, _however, appreciably

increase the volume of those stations 3 -on can
already receive. --N. F.

" Simpler Wireless " Special Three.
Q. -With reference to the Special Three set
described in .No. 279, I find that while I can get

2L0 and 5GB perfectly on the loud -speaker
without any appreciable hum, if I matte full use
of reaction in order to search for distant stations
the

hornappears.

I

should like to

lin6.7

whether this -is in order, as I ant not used to this
l\pe of set. -B. G. (Hounslow).
is, as a matter of fact. not practicable
to work on the verge of oscillation when using
a " Simpler Wireless " set, as under such
conditions a hum will always be heard. The
Special. Three was intended more for trouble free general -utility work rather than for long-

distance reception. Considerable advantage
should be obtained front the moderate use of
reaction, but the oscillation point should .not
be approached if good quality is desired. This
is by no means a disadvantage of the " Simpler

Wireless " system, as, even with an ordinary
set, distortion is bound to occur if too much
reaction is used, even if the set is not actually
oscillating. -G. N.
Call
Sign,
\VSS
AVIn

If 'MT -

/math,
1(1.0

21.4
71.0
AVGN
75.0
\VR II
70.74
W(e)N
54.5
52.0
A\ "HZ
50.o
WAQ
44.03
42.98
\ BC
64.0
AVCGV
54.o
\YEW (r) 52.02
43.35
WRNY
30.91
-2AIE
28.5
5SW
24.0

WIR

2XAD
2XAF
.2XBC

.XS
2XAW
2XL,

Location.

New York, l'.S.A.
Harrison, U.S.A.
New Brunswick, U.S.A.
New York, U.S.A.
11iami, Florida, U.S.A.
New York, 'U.S.A.

Porto Rica, West Indic;.

Springfield, 1`.S.
Newark, N.J., U.S.A.
New Brunswick, .S.A.
Richmond, U.S.A.
Brooklyn, 1 .S. A
Cincinnati, U.S.A.
NeW Brunswick. t -.S.A.
New York City,
A.
Australia.
Chefinsford, England.
2t.96 Schnectady, U.S.A.
32.77 Schnectady, U.S.A.
14.00 New York, U.S.A.
14.93 New York, U.S.A.
15.o
Schnectady,
90.0
Boundbrook, N.J., U.S.A.

(As we are- anxious to maintain this list
as complete as possible, we shall welcome
co-operaion from readers in pointing out
any omissions or corrections. -En.`
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trlirsx's
ogrininvinG sprall
every LISSEN Battery
which stubbornly resists volt drop, which resists the
strain of the longest programme a fighting spirit

which never tires, which sustains the energy of the battery
throughout the longest period of use, maintaining the electronic

emission of the valves always at a high value. And this

energy is the result of the free oxygen liberation of each cell, which is
copious beyond description because of the new chemical combination
and process of making which is known only to LISSEN.
Whenever there is a fine piece of music broadcast, hear it with a LISSEN

Battery in your set, and you will appreciate a new power smoothness and a
new tone clarity in your loud -speaker which was never there b, fore.

10,000 dealers are now selling the LISSEN Secret Process Battery at a

price which has been made low to bring it within the reach of all.

Next time you want a good battery take no other than a LISSEN, and
your insistence will be rewarded by the vastly improved reproduction
of your next radio programme.

6i000vv.

(ds

s(re(ar
reads

SECRET PROCESS

0686)) _721.1i11

9 volts (grid bias)

-

BATT 1E itry,<\

1;6

LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20 FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, Surrey
Managing Director: THOMAS N. COLE
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just been discovered in the backwoods of
America will form the basis of the Newcastle "Wild West" programme on

ASO

RADIOGRAM

November 29.
Practically the entire play, Oliver Crom-

well, by John Drinkwater, is to be presented in the Glasgow studio on November 25. The part of Cromwell is to -be

/if

taken by William J. Rea, and a large

number of the Scottish National Players
ATMOSPHERICS, it seems, arc no will relay an opera, The Travelling Conzmatch for the bagpipes. Reception in panion, by C. Villiers Stanford, the prin-

are also in the caste.
5SC's Radioptimists are proving a very
popular combination with listeners, and on

Canada of the Empire broadcast from the cipal roles being taken by Stewart Wilson,

November 24 they are to continue " to

Albert Hall on November r I was hindered by

radiate cheerful chants and chatter."
Listeners to the Aberdeen station, and
particularly those located on the Moray

bad atmospherics, according to the Ottawa
station of the Canadian National Railways.

DO YOU KNOW?

The speech of the Prince of Wales lost
continuity through fading; the trumpeters
were heard indistinctly and the fifes got
through with difficulty. But the skirl of

the bagpipes was heard as though they
were being played in a local studio.
For a new revue entitled The SJZOW Boat,

by Peter Cheyney, to be broadcast from

Firth coast, are complaining bitterly of
1. When the Writtle station first opened ?
1

2. Who made this station famous ?

3. What is the modern equivalent of the
Leyden jar ?

4. What is an antenna ?
Puzzle your friends with these queries: the answers

will be given in next week's issue of "A.W."
2L0 and 5XX on November 26, a specially
strong caste has been engaged; it includes
Answers to Last Week's Queries : (r) Dr.
Fleming. (2) A description of the Carpentiersuch well-known names as Arthur Chesney,
Lewis fight. (3) A quarter of the true wavelength.
Ewart Scott, James Whigharn, Mary
(4) A terminal.
O'Farrell, Alma Vane, and Elsie Carlisle.
On November 24, Manchester and 5GB
listeners are to be given a relay of a Halle Arthur Cranmer, Johnson Douglas, Louise
Dorothy D'Orsay, and Leyland
concert in which Albert Sammons, assisted Trenton,
White.
by the orchestra, will play the Mendelssohn
Daventry Experimental (5GB) will take
Concerto in the interval. Edward Isaacs

will give a piano recital from the Man- from London on December 8 a play
entitled St. Francis D' Assisi, by J. Vaughan
chester studio:
Cinderella Married, a play by an Ameri- Emmett, based on art, English translation

the extraneous noises that 2BD is suffering
badly from with Continental stations.

In some parts of the north of Scotland it
is now found that the best and clearest
broadcasts are obtainable from Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Langenberg.
As a new experiment six plays are being
included in the schools transmissions from
Glasgow during the present term. These
will be Abraham Lincoln, Twelfth Night,
Prunella, The Tempest, She Stoops to
Conquer, and Richard II.
What is perhaps the first public warning

to be broadcast was that recently sent out
by a gas company in Philadelphia warning
customers that the gas supply bled been
temporarily discontinued owing to an
accident to a large gas main.
The Czecho-Slovakian broadcasting authorities have expressed their intention of
increasing the power of the Brunn,

of Sabatier's great work. Listeners are to
"see" this play as if it were performed by.
Italian peasants on the hill -side close to Kosice, and Bratislava stations; the old
transmitters will be transferred to other
be fold what happened to the little kitchen - the town of Assisi.
districts not yet determined. The 1928-9
The
wild
and
woolly
days
when
gold
had
maid after her marriage to the prince.
can authoress, Rachel Lyman Field, will
be broadcast from 5GB on December 6.
For the first time the British public will

-

programme also comprises the construction
of a 3o -kilowatt transmitter in the imme-

Kiddielogues is the title of a series of
childish impressions from the pen of
Eileen De Mancha, with music by H. C. G.
Stevens. Miss Lilian Braithwaite will

diate neighbourhood of Brandels on the
Elbe.

Improvements in the Vienna (Rosen-

interpret them at the London studio on

huegel)

December 3.

Listeners to the 2L0 programme on

station are being

by Christmas transmissions from this sta-

December I will be given an opportunity
of studying the methods of two quartets,

tion will be heard at better strength in
distant countries.
The Angora (Turkey) broadcasting station is now transmitting nightly on a
ivvelength of r,800 metres; its power for
the present is the same as that of Stamboul,
namely, 6 kilowatts.
The Berlin broadcasting station shortly

the first being the Zaaloffs, who are
Russians, and the second the Four Admirals,
who hail from the other side of the Atlantic.

The Rose of Persia, a comic opera by
Basil Hood, with music by -Sir Arthur
Sullivan, is to be broadcast from 2L0 and
5XX on December 2.

intends to make an experiment in the

For its entertainment on December 6
the Birmingham studio (via 5GB) is to
take you back to the Victorian era, when

transmission of a complete opera in which

the principal songs, duets, and quartets
will be given from gramophone records,

you will be invited to join a party in which

the whole production to be linked together

old-fashioned parlour games arc to be
played.
During the Bristol Opera Season, which
is being held at the Victoria Rooms,
Clifton, the Cardiff station on December 7

high -power

rapidly carried out, and it is hoped that

M. Alfredo, whom with his Dance Band we
frequently hear from the New Princes
Restaurant

by the station orchestra. By this means
it is thought possible to produce a radio
version of a famous opera to which both
famous 'dead and living singers will contribute.
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There is nothing the old man likes better than to sit before the fire and hear the notes
of his beloved 'cello coming through the Wireless Receiver. But it must be a faithful
and true reproduction the slightest flaw jars on his sensitive ear.
For months he tried using different valves, but, NO, there was always some imper-

Then one day he bought Six -Sixty and the results were marvellous. Now
you see him, months later, with a happy smile of satisfaction on his face-for he is
fection.

listening to music which he knows is a life -like reproduction.

You want your receiver to yield these results, don't you ?
the old musician and ask for Six -Sixty.

Well, follow the lead of

Note.-The Manufacturers will be pleased to forward an attractive brochure which describes
the full range of 2, 4 and 6 volt valves in the famous Six -Sixty range. Send a Postcard.

SIX- SIXTY

GLOWLESS VALVES

The Electron Co. Ltd., 122-124, Charing Cro,ss Road, Lcild9n, W.C.2

&Mattis' Wirolo,
EYYTIYVVIFY7TVITYVVYVYYTYVYYYT
4

Unlimited
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Stations,

" The Three -Continent Three"
(Continued from page 79o)

Before finally screwing the components

down place the panel tempOrarily in
position and ensure that there is adequate

ONE -DIAL TUNING

clearance for every component.
4

Wiring Up
For the wiring up the panel should be

screwed definitely in place, but it will be
desirable to remove the second
a4 found
screen (i.e., the one between the detector
-4
and the L.F. stages) during the preliminary
-4

-4
-4
-4

10-

operations. This allows free and ready
access to the coil sockeTs.
When the detector and H.F. valves have

4 been wired up the -second screen may be
4 inserted in position and the reaction circuit
4 wired, after which the L.F. stages may be
4
A new one -dial -tuning receiver, 4 completed.
The receiver is then ready for test. As
by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.Y. 4a

The Phoenix Five

stated earlier°the principal feature of its
(who, a year ago, designed the
SOLODYNE), embodying all 4 operation is the ease with which the stathe experience gained by him 44 tions can be tuned in, and as evidence of

o.

s

with that famous five. Complete
constructional details are given
in the " WIRELESS MAGAfor December, now
ZINE
on sale. Full-size blueprint
available.
Other Contents include

io

1.-

.

CONCORD THREE-FOUR ; can
be used as a broadcast receiver or
Gramophone Amplifier-TUNED-

ANODE THREE FOR THE

MAINS ; worked straight off a

Direct -Current Supply-BRITISH

4 this fact, I tested the receiver when it was
4 first completed without slow-motion dials.
4

To attempt to receive America on an

ordinary set without a slow motion adjust4 ment would have been almost lunacy, yet
I was able, with comparatively little
4 trouble, to tune in America at good strong
telephone strength.
[The operation of The " Three -Continent
Three " will be detail:d in our next
4 issue.-ED.)
-4

4

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK

BROADCAST TWO ; detector with
reaction and one L.F. stage.

ta-

ro-

VOLUME CONTROL UNITBAT TE R Y ELIMINATORHALF-HOUR CRYSTAL SET
-" How to get Volume Without
Distortion," by Capt. H. J. Round,
M.I.E.E.; " What is Wrong with
British Broadcasting," by H. de
A. Donisthorpe ; " Empire Broad-

4

4

Waves !
(5YM) ;

by E. H. Robinson

" The Cat That Hated

Radio," a wireless story by Donovan Bayley.

Full-size blueprints of above

sets supplied to readers at
half-price until December 31st.

28

Variety programme.
Scottish programme.
Dec.
t Halle concert, S.B. from Manchester.
2
The Rose of Persia, a musical comedy.
3
Variety programme.
DAVENTRY (5GB)
Nov. 27 The Messiah, an oratorio, by FIandel.
28
Tilly of Bloomsbury, a comedy in three acts, by
Ian Hay.
29 The Rose of Persia a musical comedy.
3o Symphony concert.
Dec.
1
Music and Shakespeare from Birmingham.
2
London programme.
3
The Masque of Comus, by John Milton.
BOURNEMOUTH
Nov. 29 Songs by Richard Strauss and Hugo Wolf.

4

4
-4
4

4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

3o

Dec.

3

`;WIRELESS
[MAGAZINE;

4
4

-

11-1

Nov. 29

A programme by victors

Nov. zS

MANCHESTER
Good Hunting Old Chap, a play based on the
story by Sapper.

Dec.
2

Your Newsagent Now
IIIAAJAAAAJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

at the

Eisteddfod, Holyhead, 1927.

National

Halle concert, relayed from the Free Trade
Hall.
" The Duds ' Concert Party.
NEWCASTLE

Nov. 29

An Evening in the Wild West.

Nov. 3o

GLASGOW
St. Andrew's Day concert.

1

e Get a copy from)

A sea programme. -

CARDIFF

4

[for December

National symphony -concert, conducted by
Sir Landon Ronald.

29

casting on the Way," by B.B.C.

Officials; " Those Amazing Short

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
27 Military band programme.

Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Dec. 2
3

ABERDEEN
An octet concert.
BELFAST
La Mascotte, a comic opera in three acts.
A Post War Cocktail.
A concert arranged and presented by Madame
Drinkwater.

BLUEPRINTS
Full-siee Blueprints earls one bring a photographic contact Print, from
the draughtsman's original design, end produced on stout paper, arc
now available of the following sets.
Fnce,

No.

ONE -VALVE SETS
Onc-valyer for Frame Aerial ...
... WM. 4
-

One -valve All -wave Reinartz...
Ali -in -all One-valver ...
...
Hartley DX One-valver
...
Alpha One*
.. ... ...

...
...
...
...

A.W.

A.W. 13
A.W. 27
W.M. 25
A:W. 46

Reinartz Plug-in One-valver ._
TW.O.NALVE SETS
...
.., \V.M.
All Broadcast Two
...
.

.

Safeguard Two
8.
0
...
Two-valver, embodying RI, 1 Valves
One -control Two
...
Wide -world Short-wave Two ...
...
...
All -wave Two-valver ,..
Loftin -White Two* ...
...
Reinartz Two
...
Remote -control Two ...
...
One -dial Two ...
...
...
Empire Short-wave Two
...
Screened -trap Two
...
...
"Next -step" Receiver...
...
Girdle Two* ...
...
...
Centre -tap Two
...
Mains -fed Two
...
Three -option Two
...
...
The Rover Two ...
...
...
...
British Broadcast Two
...
. .
General Purpose TWO . -

.

.

-

z

A.W,
A.W.

m.c.3 Star

..

.

...

Wave -catcher Three
Excelsior Three
Split -primary Three
Lighthouse Three

...
...
A Modern Tuned -anode Three

...

DX Four
Revelation Four

Auto -selector Four

...

"A.W." Gramo Radio...
All-purpose Four
All -wave Roberts
of "A.W." ...
Two-volter's Five
Individual Five
Exhibition Five
Phoenix Five

Nomad Six

...
..

...
Four and

3

1

0

5

1
1
1
1

0

A.W. 6
A.W. x a

W.M. 20
A.W. 21
A.W. 23
W.M. 23

A.W. 28
A.W. 31

A.W. a2

W.M. 9

A.W. 16
W.M. 19
A.W. 20
A.W. 24

A.W. 33
A.W. 35
A.W. 36
A.W. 38
W.M. 34
W.M. zr

1
1
1

1
1

1

0
0
3

0
0
0
0

0
0

1
1
1
1
1

0

1
1

0

0
0
0
0

20
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

0
0

0
0
3

1

0
0
0
0
0

1

1

0

1

0

1
1
1

0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1,
1
1

'0

1

6

0
6

8

1
1

A.W. x8

1
1
1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

A.W.

A.W. ro
A.W. 17
W.M. 24.
W.M. 35

A.W. 4o
A.W. 43

1

1
1
1

W.M. i t

...

...

...

W.M. 33

A.W., -

SIX -VALVE SETS

W.M.

22

PORTABLE SETS

Springtime Portable (Two-valver) ... W.M. 12
Countryside Four
...
...
... W.M. 17
Motorists' Portable Four-valver
.. A.W. it
M.C. Three Portable ...
...
... A.W. 22
Handy I hree ...
...
...
... W.M. 27
Holiday Portable (three-valver)
... A.W. 32
Club Portable (three-valver) .-. A.W. 30
-

CRYSTAL SETS
Crystal Set for the N.C. Enthusiast ... W.M. 13
Fonotrol Crystal Set ...
...
... W.M. el
W.M. 18
W.M. 2;

A.W. 39
W'.M. 28

MISCELLANEOUS

Loud -speaker Tone Control & Filter Unit WM. r
Heterodyne Waverneter
...
... A.W. 7
Made -to -measure Wave -trap ...
... A.W. 19
New Current Supply Idea
...
... A.W. 26
DX One -valve Unit ...
...
... A.W. 37
Volume Control Unit
.. ... W.M. 4o
Battery Eliminator for A.C. Ma)11.. ... W.M. 41

6

1

6
6
6
6

1

6

1

6

1

0

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0

06
06
0 6
0 (I,
0 6
0 6
2
1

0
1
1

3

0
to

0

0

0 6
1

* W'ith a copy of "Wireless Magazine" complete.

Send a Postal Order te-do AMATEUR WIRELESS

6

04
1

...

All -broadcast Amplifier
...
... WM. In
Two -valve
Stains AmplifierD.C.
... W.M. 16
Gramophone Amplifier
..
.. Will. 32
Range Extender (H.F. Amplifying 'Unit) W.M. 38

I, BLUEPRINT SERVICE

0
3
0
0
0

1

...

Hi -lo Crystal Set
.
...
..
Two -programme Crystal. Set ...
...
Alternative -programme Crystal Set ...
Half -Hour Crystal Set
_

1

1

A.W. 5t
A.W. 53

0
0

10

W.M. 37

AM. 42

...

AMPLIFIERS

1
1

'

...

1
1
1

A.W. 34.
W.M. 3o

- .- -. A.W. 47
FIVE -VALVE SETS

Simpladyne Seven (Super -het.)

3

3

- - -. W.M. 31
SEVEN -VALVE SETS

...

0

0
0

0

THREE -FOUR -VALVE SETS
A Tuned -anode Three -tout ...
.., A.W. 49
Concord Three -Four
WM. 45
FOUR -VALVE SETS
Paradyne Four
... W.M. 2
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
copy

0

2

Tetrode Three, for Shielded Valves ...
Alternative -programme Three
...
A "Mains" Three-valver
...
...
Screened -grid Three ...
...
...
"Simpler Wireless" All -from -the _ .... ... A.W. 41
Mains Receiver
"Simpler Wireless" Special Threevalver
.
"Home Station" Three
...
... A.W. 43
...
The " Economy" Three
... AAV. 48
Five -guinea Three
...
...
... W.M. 29
Dominions Short-wave Three ...
... WM. 39
_.
Short-wave Three
...
... A.W. 5o
The Ether Searcher Three
...
... A.W. 52
...
Three Continent Three
... ' A.W. 54.
Tuned -anode Three for the Mains (D.C.) W.M. 43

M.C. Four
Distance Getter
Household Four

1
1
1
1
1

5

A.W 29

Purity Three-valver

s. d.

1

\\'.M. 44
A.\\', 55
THREE -VALVE SETS
One -knob Three
W.M. 3
Continental Three
. W.M. 7
Shielded Searcher
W.M. 8
Victory Three ...
A.W. 9
Regulator Three
Hi -mu R.C. Three*

post fre.

Fetter

0

"-itLondon, Last
1.1.4
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Get better
performance
for a
LONGER

PERIOD
i

t

'
i

B 210 H

I

R.C. and h.F.
Fil. Volts

...

1

2

1

Fil. Amps... o.to
i

Max H.T.Volts 150

10s. 6d.

THAT'S the big thing about the new B.T.H.
Nickel Filament Valves. They give better
results in any case than o her valves, but,
what is equally important, they give those results

for a longer period.

B 210 L

general Purpose.
Fil. Volts
2

Fil. Amps.... o.10
Max H.T.Volts t 20

10s. 6d.

B 215 P

I

Tower Amplifying.

Fi1. Volts ....
z
Fil. Amps.... o.15
H.T.Volts 120

12s. 6d.

I

The
I
I,

abo'be

prices

are applicable in
Gt. Britain
and
lreland only.

The wonderful filament of specially treated nickel
possesses certain properties (essential to the perfect
fun:tioning of a valve) possessed by no other metal.
That is why, when these valves are used, broldcast

programmes become uncannily real, and are endowed
with an atmosphere which has hitherto been lacking.
This re-creation of the transmissions is yours simply
by changing over to these modern valves It is surely
good to get these results. It is still better to know
that you can keep them. You can, too-for a considerably longer period than with any other valve.

No doubt exists as to the superiority of B.T .H.
Nickel Filament Valves, but we ask you to satisfy
yourself by trying them in your set. Your ear will
do the rest.

S
IL
/NICKEL11FILAMENT
1Y7
Made at Rugby in the Mazda Lamp Works.
The Eiidsh 7'km:on-Houston Co., Ltd.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

2812

Al)

0
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licit to a " Maias- unit Factory at Leigh -on -Sea
11EIMM

vear.

JUST over two and a half years ago E. K.
Cole, Ltd., started to specialise in the
manufacture and production of . Ekco
"mains" units, designed to replace H.T.,
L.T. and G. B. batteries.

research in eliminating voltages and frequencies was especially
" hum " from the mains, and in this con-. noteworthy. This model was/seen undernection the firm holds two useful patents, going tests-and exacting tests they were.
( I) the system of double -choke feed, whereby The various tappings were tested in conthe units are equally effective whether the junction with a meter board for output in
positive or negative main is earthed ; and milliamps per so many volts, 5 ma. at
(2) the provision of separate resistances to 6o volts, 24 ma. at 120 volts, and so on.
iiiteluAve

each H.T. plus tapping.

A Neon -lamp test gave a visual indication

In the factory itself the scene was an of the effectiveness of the smoothing
animated one. A group of special coil - condensers.
winding machines were being "minded" by
a row of girl operators. All the L.F. chokes

and power transformers in the Ekco units
In every battery eliminator, whether for have been for the past eighteen months
D.C. or A.C. mains, there are a number of wound on the prerniSes,lin an endeavour to
fine -wire windings, for smoothing chokes, avoid subsequent breakdowns.

Fine -wire Windings

resistances, and, in some cases, power Assembly
Two units in process of assembly were
transformers. 'These windings need careful
handling and testing during the assembly particularly interesting. There was the
of the Units, in Order to ensure reliable and little Al i unit, which, it may be remembered,

consistent working " on load."
It was to see just how this was achieved

is plugged bodily into the lighting socket.
Two small chokes are wound simultaneously

on one of the coil -winding machines for
recently visited the-. Ekco works at Leigh. each MI unit which includes, in addition; two
Before inspecting the processes some resistances and a suitable fixed condenser.
The 3F model for A.C. mains was seen
interesting facts were learned regarding the
firm's activities. The present-day Ekco in various stages of assembly; the tapped
units, he was told, are the result of ten transformer incorporated to suit all mains
that an AMATEUR WIRELESS representative

A row of MI Ekco units being filled with
black wax

e only peitect
Coneematerial
Perfect because it produces music most naturally and beauti-

Not a note missed or distorted, and you can follow
any instrument in an orchestra as if it were playing a solo.
This is what you can achieve when your Cone Speaker is
fully !

equipped with Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Paper. You cannot get

these wonderful results with any other material-that is the
reason practically all the world-famous Cone Speakers in

America are fitted with this material. Its qualities of reproduction are truly amazing.

All you have to do is to purchase one of the well-known

loud -speaker units from your dealer, affix it to the Six -Sixty
Cone-a job which will take you about ten minutes-and then
you can listen -in to wonderful music. In this way you can
make a perfect Cone Speaker for less than Er.
Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Paper is made in two sizes, 12 in.
diameter and 19 in. diameter, and is sold in a most attractive
cnvelope, with full directions for cutting and mounting.
Don't hesitate to n rite direct to us if you are unable to obtain it from
lour /oral dealer.

Prices :

2,'6 (iz in. size) and 3,'6 (x9 in. size).
Brass Washers, 3d. extra.

THE ELECTRON CO

LTD.,

Dept. A.W.

122-124 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
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r set -with
LOOK
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
They have beers rightly described as "A Supreme Example of Sri rut ific Engineering.
There is attype for every purpose, each built to the "Cyldon " standard of perfection,
each a means of obtaining better results.
Make no mistake, " Cyldon " Condensers are an essential to pert ret reception?

"CYLDON" BEBE CONDENSERS

Recent developments in Radio 1,:rieuo:

PR ICES.
Lave necessitated the use of a serail List No. BBI .0001
capacity variable air -spaced con13B15 .00015
denser. For Reinartg circuits, reBB2 .0002
action, and balancing stray capacities,
etc.,tins new ()Idea" product, is
BB25 .00025
Ideal.

7;3

8'.

116

9,6

BB3 .0003 11:.

The vans are shaped true square law, which Is the proved best law
for this particular type of condenser.
The dielectric is outside the electrostatic field. A small graduated
Bakelite knob -dial, 2 inches in diameter, In supplied NI ith each

" CYLDON " LOG -MID -LINE CONDENSER
Is a true Logarithmic Condenser, designed and
put on the market by us nearly 12 months ago.
To -day it is almost universal, and owing to its
numerous advantages over other types mos. be
the condenser of the future: it is fully explained
in our free booklet, sec below.

condenser.

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.

-,..--

We-,

--&-=-- ---,-- ----,

-

.:4)T

(2 lines,.

Telegrams:

19,'-

TV, it. fora FREE repo
this useful boodlet

"Conserving Variable

Contractors to the B.B.C.,
H.M.O.IAL, and all the
leading manufacturers of quality receivers.
Sole Australian Agent : E. V. Hudson, 55-7, Charlotte Street,
Brisbane, Queensland.
Sole Indian Agents : Bombay Radio Co:, 73:75, Queens Road,
Marine Lines, Bombay, 2:
T I plione,:

.001

D5 .0005
15/6
D3 .0003
14/6
D25 .00025 14/.
02 .0002 15'6
With liege 4 -inch knob dial, 2,'- enter.

of

Cylion Worka, Sarnes field Road, Enfield Towa, Middlesex.

--,-----

PR ICES.

List No.DI

Capaeil

Condensers."
Every
keen constructor should
secure a copy, post free,
without delay.

I."
it

1,l.

DOES YOUR
H.T. BATTERY 9
LAST 9 MONTHS
Provided, you have chosen the proper type
of battery to suit the circuit and valves used
in your set you should get 9 months' service
from. it.

Ripauhs Ltd. have produced a series of H.T.
Batteries, and an easily read chart, which will
enable you to select the correct one to suit
your set.

The famous Ericsson
Super Sensitive Telephones are reduced to

RIPAULTS SELF REGENERATIVE DRY BATTERIES

12,6 a pair

also give you 50% longer life with smooth,

Aecpted by the B.B.C. for use in their studios.
Used by all the DX
t>rerirrtrotrt. Adopted as standard in 1959 by the Admiralty and in

silent, and powerful loud;sPeaker results.

1017 by the Air Board. Three resistances, 120, 2,000, and 4 OW ohms-one
r:ce, 12:6. Get your pair to -day!

Help yourself and do your friends a good turn by writing
now for one or more copies of the " right choice" and
" long life" charts and all details .of
RIPAULTS SELF REGENERATIVE H.T. BATTERIES

Even if you have a multivalve set, now and again you'll need a good crystal set.
Puy an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and handsomely made and a
really sensitive instrument. Tunes up to 5GB. A real snip at 15!.
Al all our agents 01 direct born the Company.

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 17/73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Obtainable through your local Dealer

SUPER SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

RIPAULTS LTD.
Ga

King's Road, St. Pancras, London, N.W.1

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

mat tr Witvies3
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MAKE YOUR OWN

CONE SPEAKER

TWO WONDERFUL

UNITS

.

DE GROOT
JACK HYLTON

J. H .squ RE

15 -

AT ONLY

DAME CLARA BUTT
ALBERT SAMMONS

re but afew of the
emineut musicians who use

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED !

HART

GRAMOPHONE

The New Wonder "Nightingale

CONE
UNIT
With Balanced Armature

ATTACHMENT.
II ilb
t

-

so

BATTER' ES

FOR BETTER WIRELESS RECEPTION

e

AS

FITTED
TO
OUR

AS FITTED

TO OUR CABINET
CONE
From a ply board,
r,/ flare cut rata 1tt''
do theu cot a strip of Wood

gat

PAPER

(i)

2 V-

CONE

2:r dia. in centre, this
will carry the uni

Fix
strip to 1,0ord as show -n.
.

Write Dept. 'A.W.' for price list, and FREE

Booklet of interest to all wireless users.

Reduced from 32/6 to It!- solely

/-

Postage

A. extra
IG S lit" and make a hole

You want to improve your results too !

£6 POST
HORN.

BULLPHONE
DOUBLE

Exactly as fitted to
our own Speakers.

as an advertisement for the famous
Builphone Nightingale Speakers,
Cobalt magnet guaranteed for all
time.

BAKU ACCUMULATOR CO,LTD. STRATFORD. LONDON El%

onmeh office,:
Victoria Street,
BRISTOL:
BIRMINGHAM: 162 Edmund Street.
MANCHESTER t, Chapel Serest.
CARDIFF: CO Charles Street.
YORK F aidge Strce:,
GLASGOW: 107 Wellington Street.
WESTMINSTER : :36 Victoria Street.

ASTONISHING RESULTS,

equal to the most expensive Loud Speakers yet
made, are guaranteed

l'iwtegei

AA

l A_

.1 1 al.

-I l

jk

-41.-1A--A-11A.

1

with either of these Units.

suer

DEPOSITEisR
TY
MS
OEN

5/.
DEPOSIT

21 ins. 114h

with 14 -inch
Bell Mahogant/ finished,
tOh

prated

arm and

stand,

50/CABINET CONE
nice 17 ins. Richly 15 in-,.
Maho...tny. Walnut or Llioccu out! finish.

77

,6 CASHIrldEeASpILTERMS.

and 12 monthly payments of 6/-.

Complete

with two
coils but
rithout

DE LUXE

57 g CASH, OR 5/- DEPOSIT
cf 5/-.

valves.
Marconi
1<oyalty
cx !fa

and 12 monthly payments

SEND C EPOS1T NOW-NO REFERENCES-SPEAKER BY RETURN

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR MONEY REFUNDED

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

Brownie z-Valver ! Remember the name. Amazing loudspeaker clarity within 3o-35 miles main B.B.C. Stations or 120
miles Daventry. Brownie's greatest achievement. See and

hear it at your local radio retailers.

B

WIRELESS
V

2-VALVER
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.

NELSON ST. WORKS, MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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THE "GENERAL-PURPOSE TWO"
(Continued front page 774)

Before testing the completed receiver,
it is advisable to check very carefully the
battery connections. If these and the rest

of the wiring appear to be correct, the
H.T., L.T. and G.B. batteries, aerial, earth,

and loud -speaker can be connected up.
In the detector -valve socket insert an
" H.F." valve such as the Cossor 2 roH.F.
and in the L.F. valve socket an " L.F." or
power valve such as the Cossor 2 r oL.F.
or Cossor 220P. For the guidance of readers
we have tabulated suitable alternative

valves which we have tried at various

times and therefore consider as suitable
ibr the purpose required.
Coils as specified, should be inserted in
the coil -sockets, such as Jgranic, Listen,
Lewcos or Atlas.
Set the reaction condenser (on the right)

at zero, and rotate the tuning -condenser
dial (on the left) until the local station is
heard.

Adjust the Loriostat filament,

control, and. the H.T. and G.B. tappings
until the maximum volume and purity
arc obtained.
5G13 is always receivable under any
conditions, whilst on favourable nights,
more distant stations, such as Langenburg

and Dortmund, can be tuned in. The aerial
and earth, system will have a great bearing
on the results which can be obtained with

"BREAK STEP!
else the bridge might be utrechcci

this two-valver, and we strongly advise

constructors to see to it that the aerial
and earth are as efficient as possible.
If the long -wave stations are required,
a No. 15o or 200 tuning coil and No. loo
or 15o reaction coil should be used. Radio
Paris, Daventry 5XX and Hilversum have
all been heard at fair loud -speaker strength
with this. receiver.
Finally, we would advise readers to use
the best components possible, and also the
best accessories in the way of valves and
batteries.
The valve table accompanying this
article was compiled with a view to assisting

constructors to obtain good results with
the General-purpose Two.
2 -VOLT VALVES FOR THE "GENERALPURPOSE TWO

IT JUST shows you how serious vibration
I can be. Soldiers marching across a

bridge are given the order'to break step.
If they kept in step their marching would

Thes- live festures are

that might
wreck the bridge!
Yet there are still thousands of radio men
who mount their valves in old-fashioned

JAMIN Val Je Holder ;
1 Valve sockets and

or inefficiently sprung valve -holders, so that the
rhythmical street vibration reaches the delicate

create a regular vibration

exc'usive to BEN-

springs are made in

onetnece with noio:nt,
or rivets to work loose

and cause faulty con-

nect ons.
2 Valves are free to float
in every direction.
3 Valves can be inserted
and leracved easily and
safely.

4 Valve legs cannot ff,,s-

l'r

Mahe

1'2

sibly foul the baseboard.

'

5 Both

filaments.

And then they wonder that their

valves have short lives!
Only BENJAMIN antimicrophonic Valve -holders will
effectively prevent every quiver of vibration, every shock
from reaching the vital filament. Bring your set up-to-date,
make your reception purer and treble the life of your valves
by fitting BENJAMIN anti-inicrophonic Valve -holders in
every stage.

terminals and

soldering tags are

provided.

B2 I

B23

Cosmos...

...

SPsSG

SP'S:RIZ

Cossor ...

...

2Ioll.F.

Stentor2

DR2

PV2

Ediswan
Marconi

...

DEB2io

DEp215

Millard

...

PMIII.F.

PMz

Osram ...

...

DEI12 1 o '

DE P2 15

SS2 i oH.F.

SS2 15P

Six Sixty

or 6 -volt valves in the corresponding classes to those specified above will in all
rases be equally suitable,

BENJAMIN
BATTERY SWITCH
Fcr sheer simplicity,
u se fu ne s a el reliability the BENJAMIN
Battery Switch has not
yet been equalled.
Nothing to ger out of
order. Nothing to
break. Measur-s only
IV top to bottom. Tne
metal parts a,e nickelp.ated, of course, and
soldering tags are
in.

It's off when At's in.

Price 1/-

Anti-Microphonic

VALVE HOLDERS

2/each

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Brantwood Works, Tariff Read, Tottenham, N.17.

mattur Wirelesi

1 0 I- down
secures

immediate Delivery
To approved accounts)

of complete or partial Kit
of Parts for the

COSSOR
MELODY MAKER
BALANCE BY EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Here are a few Items:

COILS (ready wound) 7.6
CABINET
30: BASEBOARD 2 RED TRIANGLE PANEL
(drilled) 9 6
TERMINAL STRIP do. 23
cDelivery from stock

in strict rotation.

WE ALSO SUPPLY SETS, LOUD

SPEAKERS, H.T.
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ACCUMULA-

TORS and MAINS ELIMINATORS

Write to: -Desk "A"

New Ximez Sales Co.
56, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4

P.S 979l)

ROADCAS 4 TELEPHONY
(Broadcasting station classified by country and in order o wavelengths).
Power
Kilo- Station and
DENMARK
Kw,
Power
Metres cycles Call Sign
Power
Kilo- Station and
Kilo- Station and
Kw.
Kw:
Metres
cycles
Call
Sign
Call
Sign
Metres, cycles
272.71,100 Danzig
75
0.7
272.7 1,100 Cannel
89, Copenhagen
24
337
Chelmsford
0.7
(Kjobenliavn) 0.7
275.21,090 Dresden
(5SIV) 20.0
1.5
7.0
1.153.8
260 Kalundborg
283
x,o6o Dortmund
252.1 r.290 *Bradford (2LS) 0.2
0.7
FINLAND
1,010 Hanover
297
272.7 1,109 *Sheffield (6FL) 0.2
4.o
Helsingfors
990 Nuremberg
375
Soc
303
275.2 1,090 *Nottingham
(Helsinki)
332.6 93o Breslau
(5NG) 0'2
1.0
1,428
0.2.
I.ahtis (under
329.7 910 Koenigsberg ... 4.o
277.5 1,o8o *Leeds (2I.Si
4.0
construction) 5.0
365.8 820 Leipzig
288.5 2,o4o *Edinburgh
FRANCE
(2EH) 0.2
379.7 790 Stuttgart
4.0
0.6
258
1,899 Beziers
394.7 760 Hamburg
2.94.1 2,020 *Stoke -on -Treat
4.0
coo
0.75
1,590 Biarritz
Aachen
750
(5ST) 0.2
400
(Cote -d' Argent; .25
294.2 1,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2
428.6 700 Frankfort -Main 4.0
no
222.2 1,350 Strasbourg
25.o
63S Langenberg
294.1 2,c zo *Dundee (2DE) 0.2
470
238.1 1,260 Bordeaux .(Radio,
0.2
294.1 r,ozo *Hull (6KH)
4.0
483.9 620 Berlin
Sud-Ouest) 1.5
535
56o Munich
.r,oro *Liverpool (6LV) 0.2
4.0
297
3.0
1.5
252.1 1,190 Montpellier
1.5
566
530 Augsburg
980 Belfast (2BE)
306.1
26o 1,150 Toulouse-Pi577
52c)
Freiburg
312.5
960 Newcastle (5NO) 1.5
.75
renees (PTT) 0.5
1,250
240
Koenigswuster920 Bournemouth
326.1
268
hausen 8.o
(6BM) 1.5
Strasbourg
(8GF) .15
1.5
1,829
164
Norildeich
353
840 Cardiff (5WA)
(RAY) 50
3.0
361.4 830 London (2L0)
273
1,095 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
278
1,579
Grenoble (Poste
HOLLAND
384.0 780 Manchester
des Alpes,PTT) 1.5
,,o6o
283 Hilversum
(2ZY) 1.0
(ANRO) 5.e
279 .2,075
Rennes (PTT)... 0.5
750 *Plymouth (SPY) 0.5
400
279
2.075 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
263
Huizen (1,950 m.
1.2
1,840
740 GlasgoW (5SC)
405.1
after
6.20
p.m.) 5.a
:87
1,050
Lille
(Poste
du
Oro Dayentry EX
491.8
Nord, PTT). 0.5
1,95o
1,54
Scheveningen (5GB) 16.5
291.3
1,030
1.5
haven
2.5
Aberdeen
(2BD)
1.5
Radio
Lyon
500
boo
297 2,000
Radio A gen
o.6
HUNGARY
287 "Dayentry
1,603
Budape
th
705
995 Radio Vitus
(5XX) 25.o
553.6 540
(Paris) 1.0
* Relay stations. "Relays 21.0.
ITALY
309
970 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
IRISH FREE STATE
4.0
315.8 950 Milan (Milano)
340.9 880
Le Petit Parisien,
i.s
;1q.I 040 Dublin (2RN)
9co
Naples (Napoli) 2.5
333.3
Paris o.5
1.5
666
Rome (Roma)
3.1
400
750 Cork (5C K)
450
370
821 Radii) LL, Paris o.5
AUSTRIA
545_6
690
Como
.5G
391
1.5
Klagenfurt
767 Toulouse
NORWAY
272.7
iron
(Radio) 3.o
0.5
94.1 1,020 Innsbruck
370.1
8z, Bergen
r.o
Mont de Marian 0.3
0.5
357.1
847,
Graz
400
759
0.7
709 Notodden
423
463
530 Vienna
644 Paris (Ecole
517.2
691 Fredriksstad
434.8
Sup., I'TT) 3.o
(Rosenhuegel) 5.o
1.5
67o Riukan
448
624 Lyons (M.)
1.0
520
Vienna (Wien)... .75
577
475
1.5
461.5 65o Oslo
1,75o
.171
Radio Paris
BELGIUM
POLAND
(CFR) 3.0
508.5
59) Brussels (Radio Posen (Poznan) 1.5
314.8 87o
2,650
223 Eiffel Tower
Belgique) 1.5
711 Cattoiwtz
422
4
(FL) 8.0
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
Goo Cracow
500
4.0
GERMANY
o.5
263.2 z, r4o Bratislava
1,111
27
Warsaw
236.2 2,270 Stettin
Kosice
73
302 1,000
5.0
(Varschava) 'ma
1.5
241.9 1,240 Muenster
Prague (Praha) 5.0
348.0 86o
RUMANIA
0.7
GleiWitZ
Brunt' (Brno) 3.0
250 2.200
68o
441.2
t,Goo
.287.4 Bucharest
5.0
252.1 1,190 Bremen
ESTHONIA
75
(Concluded on page 804)
0.7
254.2 2.:80 Kiel
408
735 Renal (Tallinn) 2.2

GREAT BRITAIN

-

-

IF, some evening, you lie back in your chair
and, soothed by the music from your Orotun
Cabinet Loud Speaker, you shut your eyes, you
will have a thrilling experience. The broadcasting

will no longer be broadcasting, and the loudspeaker will be transformed -to your ears into
the singer himself. Soon, because the realism of
it is so uncanny, you will rouse yourself and conic

to earth again to make sure that you are not

dreaming. Then, when you are satisfied that you
are still alone, you will sink again into oblivion,
to capture the thrill once more.

Any Wireless

Dealer would be
proud to demonstrate the Brobn

Cabinet Loud

Speaker. Di Gs..
is its cost.

G. BROWN. LTD, Western Ave., North Aetna, London.

Showrooms : 19 Mortimer Street, WT. ; 13 Moorlields,
Wholesale Oopoll
Liverpool; 67 High Street,'Bouthampton.
throughout the country.
W.11.

(K?: tote
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VALVE HEATING

EFESCAPHONE SETS
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Ask yoi it dealer
to give tallest particulars otapply to:

The simplicity of the Efescaphone One Dial
Receiver and its extraordinary results

make it an Ideal Set for the man who is

LE CARBONE
COVENTRY HOUSE,
SOUTH PLACE,
LONDON, E.C.2.
APPIPTIONRIU

Like a Whirlwind
insignificant at the outset but swiftly
growing to an irresistible force, the

interested in Wireless as an entertainment
rather than a hobby. Its ease of tuning by
a single slow motion dial renders it suitable
for quite non -technical users, while at the
same time it is capable in practised hands
of performance equal to much more complicated sets. In order to bring the Set within
the reach of all we have inaugurated a Hire
Purchase System whereby payment may be
spread over 17 months. The equipment is

supplied complete and the best material

popularity of the Loewe Multiple

only is employed. Standard British Valves
form part of the equipment.

Valves and Loewe Receiving Sets has
been established throughout the
World.

complete with Batteries, Battery Cable,

There are reasons !
Loewe products are
Low in price
Easy to handle
Absolutely free from distortion
Without complicated connections

No experimenting-one press of the
button and there you are.
Our interesting illustrated pamphlets
are at your disposal free of charge.

Typical Sets

Phones, Aerial Equipment, P.M. Valves and
Puravox Loud Speaker, including Royalties.

CROMWELL

WOLFE

2 Valve L13-0-0 Cash
or
.1-0-0 Deposit and
Instal12
Monthly
ments of Z1-1-0

£15 -13 - 6
Cash or
- 5 - 0 Deposit and
12
monthly Instalments of £1 - 5 - 3
3

Valve

Applithble only in Great

FALK, STADELMANN & Co. Ltd.
83-93 FARRINGDON ROAD
LONDON, E.C.1

CO., LTD.,

GLASGOW, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM, DUBLIN
NEWCASTLE and CARDIFF

3 & 4, Clements Inn, London, W.C.2
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of,f'A.W.7 with Your Order

mcatitr Wrete:55

" BROADCAST TELEPHONY" pnlin tied from page 802)

SEM ilk
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Kilo- Station and
Call Sign

Metres cycles

Kilo- Station and
Metres cychs Cal Sign

Power
Kw.

RUSSIA
223.9 1,349

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

ARE ABSOLUTELY IDEAL
'I he ends of the leads are so gripped that
they cannot possibly come adrift. Pressure
is so distributed that a break is practically
impossible. (See illustration.) Further, the
ragged ends of the flex covering are covered
up, and one's leads look and behave as they

675
1,000
1,450

444
300
209

1,76o

176

28o
297

x,o7r

300

999

317
344.8

945
890

ought to behave when fitted with Lisenin

.r,ozo

357
375
400

4.0
Leningrad
Moscow (Popoff) to.o
10.0
Leningrad

Moscow

750

800
750

Kw.

Seville (EAJ5)
Madrid (EAJ7)

3

Madrid (Radio
Espana, EAJ2)

2

(Moskva) 40.0
Kharkov
4.0

400
405

75o

Cadiz (EA J3) 550 W.,

74r

Salamanca

0.7

4,6

725

Bilbao (Radio
Vizcaya, EAJxt)

4343

690
685
649

Seville (EA J17)

500 W.
0.5

Bilbao (EAJ9) 500w.
Barcelona

SPAIN

Oviedo

San Sebastian

(EAJ82)
Cartagena
(EAD6) 500 w.
Almeria
r.o
Barcelona
(EAJn) 2

438
462

Station and

Power

Power
KW.

Saragossa ... 500

566

530

454.5

66o

Stockholm
(SASA) 1.5

227

MOiala

SWEDEN
1,320

SWITZERLAND

(EAJ22) 550 W.

(EAJI3) 2

Call Sign

Metres cycles

730

Berne

7:io
1,100

395
274

Geneva
Basle

i,t8o

254
165

411

68o

1,804

szo - Zurich
441 Lausanne

40

t.5
600w.
0.6
0.5
0.25

TURKEY

Stamboul
Angora

Positive Grip Terminals, as used in

" RADIO for the MILLION "

THE << SPLIT-PRIMARY

" Amateur Wireless " and " Wireless
World " Sets. Follow the lead of experts.
Plugs and sockets, with two
nuts and indication disc... 43':,t1.
... 4d.
Spade Ends ..,
2d.
...
\Vander Plugs

No.
245560

-PIN plug-in coils and a two -gang
possible in the
" Split -primary Three" to incorporate a
particularly efficient system of stable H.F.

SIX
condenser made it

COSSOR MELODY MAKER

Pat.

THREE"

Coils wound to specification 7/6 each
... 2:6
Formers only ...
Postage 4d. extra.

amplification without undue complication.

A simple system of Reinartz reaction
enables the operator to search for distant

Lisenin Pre-set
stations with the greatest ease, and the
Resistor (Regd. design). AS USED IN transformer -coupled L.F. stage gives all
THE COSSOR the necessary "punch" to long-distance
MELODY MAKER.

to, 15,
20, 30 and 5o ohms.
Price 1/9 each.
Capacities,

5,

Postage 2d.
Obtainable from
your dealer.

THE L1SENIN WIRELESS CO.
1, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2

02/2.

Circuit of "Split -primary Three."

reception. An enlargement of the circuit and layout, we have prepared a special
of the " Split -primary Three" reproduced blueprint AW24, which can be obtained
here, together with useful working draw- for one shilling from this office.
ings, photographic views, and a full
The official statistics show that on
description, appeared in AMATEUR WIREApril 8, 1927, there were 430,895 radio
LESS No. 264, dated July 2, 1927.

For the benefit of constructors who pre- receiving sets in Denmark, 66,439 being
fer to work from a full-size wiring diagram valve sets.

TWO WONDERFUL
LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
PIRTOID TUBING
The Ideal Former
Tubes of any diameter, wall, and length supplied for formers to
make your aerial coils and special H.F. transformers.
Pirtoid is recommended by the Technical Press and by theleading
wireless journals. An expert writes : " Pirtoid is admirable for
all wireless purposes, being easy to drill-and is unbreakable."
Clarke's have been well known for many years as THE insulating
material manufacturers, and Pirtoid incorporates the results of
their experience. Pirtoid is suitable for the formers for use in
the Coster " Me!ody Maker."

These wonderful instruments incorporate all 1928 improvements, and are the finest sets money can buy.
22 STATIONS on the two -valve and 46 STATIONS on
the three -valve have actually been received, and most of
these at good volume on the loud -speaker.
The latest all -wave tuner is used, thus eliminating coils
entirely, and any amateur can build these sets in two hours.

NO SOLDERING-NO DRILLING-NO COILS TO CHANGE

Sole Manufacturers :

Booklet describing the 'Saxon' Two -valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Post Free.
Booklet describing the 'Saxon' Three -valve Loud -Speaker
Set, with diagram and full instructions, 3d. Post Free.

H. CLARKE & CO. (Meg), LTD., Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester

SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 12) HENRY SY. WORKS, BLACKPOOL

Write for price list.

M/MANIIVANI,04,49.r.V.IMONIN

ONFJP,OWN.

Amateur Wireless HANDBOOKS

each 2/6 net.
Loud -speaker Crystal Sets

and How to Make and

Manage Them.

Wireless -controlled Mechan-

ism for Amateurs.
The Wireless Man's Workshop.

The Practical " Super -het "
Book.

Perfect Broadcast Reception.
The Short-wave Handbook.
The Practical Wireless Data
Book.

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers or by post, 3d.
extra, from Cassell E3 Co., La Belle Sanvage, E.C.4.

metnIMM.f

CHECK THOSE DISTANT
STATIONS
You can identify foreign stations if you have a good
wavemeter, while searching becomes easy as A B C.
BUILD THE

Razor-sharp Wavemeter
DESIGNED BY

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Write for Envelope No. 14 giving full details, including
blueprints, photographs, and calibration charts.

Envelope Publishing Co.,
503 Stafford House,
(Phone: Central 202.1) Norfolk Street, W.C.2

Price 118
Post free.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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0...7

The Baseboard Resistor

that suits every valve

.TVTTT

T

..Tt-v vTTT

THE GUARANTEE OF THE

PERFECT TERMINAL

While being intended for mounting
on the baseboard, the Igranic
Pacent Pte -Set Resistor differs
from other baseboard- resistors

-4

:0.§

for its value may be varied over
tha whole range to suit different
types of valves, it being unneccs-

!:try to buy new resistors every
i me.

"Nommooto"

..mL unique feature lies in the scale

IGRANIC PACENT

calibrated in ohms, which indicates the exact amount of resis-

"PRE-SET" RESISTOR
is supplied with maximum
resistances of z, 6, TO, 20,
30 and 5o ohms.

Price 1 /8- each
149, Queen

Victoria
Street,
LONDON,
E.C.4

IVork.r :

BEDFORD

tance being used at any particular
setting. This is invaluable when
it is desired to calculate the amount

of current taken by the

THE BEST DESIGNED TERMINAL IN THE WORLD

Every Type "13" Belling -Lee terminal; is- packed -in an attractive

,;a1v.....

carton with a printed one years guarantee and instruCtions for
mounting.
Non -rotating name. Bakelite insulated, Highly imis.hed. Price
9d. each.
Also Type M." Nickel plated metal with non-rotatini name.
Price 6d. each.
Both types supplied in 30 different engravings.

Send for List No. D71, for particulars of the complete range of Igraal,
Devices.
Branche

/0MPAN\

BIR MING1-1, \

/ELECTRIC.

BRISTOL
CARDIFF
GLASGOW
LEEDS
M ANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

VM1TV

a4AVAIAAII\ i\A'\ NAVAAAAAAAVAAA,dAAAAAAAA

Obtainable from all dealers, but incase of difficulties toid your outer
to us, enctosing your dealer's name eznd. address.

BELLINGLEE
TERMINALS
Haling & Lee Ltd., Queenswav Works, Ponders End, Middlesex

WEARITt

co/wpm/EA/7s
N.C. Condenser

-

-

4;'6

Price .

Pavolin, Panels and
Tubes 4 in. x 7 in.

Price

with-

out- Slow

for Melody Maker 3/ -

ON

Motion. Dial

Coil for Melody
Milli

3 VALVES
20 Stations

111/6

SPEAKER

7, 6

86
Maker
616
H.F. Choke
Grid -leak Clips Ed.

One -dial Tuning-Razor-sharp

selec-

tivity-Real Music-Cosy o£ Components
£5 10 0

Wright & Weaire Ltd., 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

That's what you're looking for, isn't it?

Phone : TOTTEN HAM ;132

beginner.
This amazing simple circuit is becoming
the rage of the season, and is already, the

CENTROID SCREEN BOXES

And it's a straight quick job for any
envy and despair. of H.F. screening and
neutralising devotees.

Circuit and wiring diagram FREE in

every box containing the L. & P. Two Way Coil Tuner. Obtainable from all
good Wireless shops or direct from

Complete with
lid and base
SCREEN

ALUMINIUM

V," x 61" x
5/.. each.
11" a 6" a a"
9/6 each,

BOXES

MADE
FOR ANY
CIRCUIT

COPPER
6L" 6!," x 6"

OR

10 6 each.

PURPOSE

Postage 6d.
extra.

Camden Engineering Co. Ltd.,

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.
The L. & P. Variohm

-the finest Resis-

tor money can buy

-is

included in
above estimate.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

Bayham Place, Camden Town, N.W.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

Zero to
ohms.

to

Sealed, with
off position.
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" What is Amateur Radio ?" is the.
title of an extremely interesting little book

AT LAST

dealing with the activities of the Inc.
Radio Society of Great Britain. ReaderS
desiring a copy may obtain one frcm the
Hon. Sec., R.S.G.B., 53 Victoria Street,

" The Victory Three " omitted to state
his address.
"Amateur Wireless and Electrics."

Price

'ketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be

25/ -

promptly considered, and if used will be paid far.
Information Bureau

A REALLY
EFFICIENT

the magnet which enables a very

powerful flux to be obtained making
the unit extremely sensitive. The
armature is carefully damped to obvi-

III

H.T. and L.T.

N

Send us a list of your requirements, and we will
quote you monthly terms by return.

III

ITT. Units,
Accumulators, and all parts.
Loud -speakers,

THE A.G.A. COMPANY (Dept. A)

MIIIII11111111 EllMIIII
Guaranteed
BRETWOOD Components
In all the finest circuits known " Bretwood "
components give highest efficiency.

Here are three of the most popular and essential ones:

reception.
The ideal basis for the construction

Known and famous the world over. Gives a minute

AND ITS LABELLED

BLUE a SPOT
Ask your dealer to show you the
Ideal Patent Balance Armature Unit.
If you have any difficulty send us the
name and address of your nearest

The most reliable variable grid, leak obtainable,

variation from 50,000 ohms to ro megohms.
Panel type, 3/6

Baseboard type, 3/9

AMPLIFIER. Auto Audio Frequency

Functions as a super -choke. Perfect amplification at all frequencies. Mush and atmospherics
practically eliminated. Can be obtained on a
ten-day trial.
Price 20/ -

VALVE HOLDERS (Anti -capacity)
Absolutely no capacity effects. Always perfect
contay... Three types: Panel Mounting, 1/6;

Baseboard, .1/9; Anti -Phonic Baseboard -mounting,

Obtainable front all dealers or from

BRETWOOD, LIMITED

12-14 Andsell St., Kensington, London, W.8
Note our Melt' address.

204-206 Great Portland Street, W.1
Telephone: Museum 8630 (3 lines)
Telegrams: " Distancing, Wesdo, London "
Manchester Office: 185 Princess Street
Telephone: City 3369

Never has Daimon quality been higher than it is
in the new 6o and roo volt batteries, and never
has price been lower. Priced the same as othet

makes of equal voltage, Daimon are cheaper

because they have better performance.
They work in a background of silence, and until
you use Daimon. -our reception is not at its best.
The prices are :
(JUNIOR)
60 volts
7/11
100

(JUNIOR)

12/11

Standard H.T.'Batteries 60 volts 9/6 ; 100 volts 1516

Ask your dealer or send direct-

Radio store.

F. A. HUGHES & Co., Ltd.

AT ZENITH

Englewood Rd., Clapham, London, S.W 12

51

GRID LEAK DE LUXE

speaker

QUALITY

EASY TERMS.

III

LTD.

Napier House, 24-27 High Holborn, W.C.1

EVERYTHING WIRELESS

ate all resonances liable to distort
of the home-made cone type loud-

clean.
THE JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Because wireless is so expensive? Make
vour own set and buy the components on our

A CONE TYPE

ful thought, special steel is used for

If you cannot obtain It at your dealer's
write direct to us.
In any case, send us a card and learn
particulars of the Junit " Peerpoint

WORRIED-WHY ?

ENABLES YOU
TO BUILD

Every item has been given most care-

Price 1:- per packet.

The 18 S.W.G. is sold in nine -foot coils, each
costing 6d.

Soldering Iron-the iron which is always

UNIT THAT

PERFORMANCE

should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

washers to hold cone

OF FINE

two gauges -17 S.W.G. and 18 S.W.G.
The 17 S.W.G. Wire is sold in attractive packets
each containing five two -foot straight lengths

the conditions printed at the head of " Our

dished

LOUD -SPEAKER
CAPABLE

Junit Self -Soldering Hire is manufactured in

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

THE IDEAL PATENT
Balance Armature Unit

re,

JUNIIT Self -solder

the experts who design the sets published
in the famous P.M. publication, " Radio
for the Million." Therefore, the fact that
they have specified Junit Self -Soldering
Wire for ALL the circuits in the Autumn
Double Number proves beyond doubt that
they consider Junit the really ideal wire
for internal connections.
Exhaustive tests proved that Junit combined an unsurpassed efficiency with an
absolutely unique simplicity. Junit Self Soldering Wire is a copper wire of high
conductivity, which is grooved on either
side, and in these grooves is contained a
supply of solder which is more than sufficient to make the most involved connection.
All you have to do in order to make a perfect connection is to touch the wire with
a hot iron and the job is done.
Junit Is the constructor's friend.

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

PRICE

z

a>

" The best possible materials for the
best possible receivers " is the motto of

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
hould be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

with

irtizietsr

S.W. r, by sending one penny stamp.

Address Wanted : Mr. H. S. Cares well who sent an order for a blueprint of

complete (as illustrated)

Throughout "Radio or the Million"

COMPLETE SETS, LOUD SPEAKERS
COMPONENTS, Etc.
Send list of requirements, sad
best monthly teems will
be quoted by
return.

IMPEL16°..
etWeSst
5
EVERfry"Pili
IIMENT
THE P.D.P. COMPANY al;:ir.A)

4......... 41, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON .E,c,a

LOUIS HOLZMAN
34 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Telephone: Holborn 62°9

PRICE AT

ZERO
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CAN YOU GET AMERICA ON THE
BROADCAST BAND?
DURING a special midnight test of a

I-,
',..

new Wireless _Ilaqaine receiver the
"1928 Five''-for real DX' reception, a mem-

ii

or-ICI

101-1Jr2°''
- ..._..,,,,,,,
,- sri,

i

No 47 80

co ,,It,

.

,i lb.
s.

22,6

From every angle
Performance
Appearance
Price
this High Capacity H.T. Battery

ber of the Technical Staff was astonished
to hear the familiar accents of the KDKA
(East Pittsburg, United States) announced
on a wavelength above 300 metres!

qration

" We are now wondering whether this

rhons ono

excellent result presages a recurrence of the

the b.ottery.

the

of

.Unite of

"Creeping"
.
.

good conditions of 1924, when it was a
common experience to pick up numerous

ontrelyeltmniated in special
pro,:c$

American stations on the. broadcast band.
The constructional detail's of the "1928
Five" will appear in the January issue of
"ireless 31a,grnine.

is the best you can choose.
It will cost you a little more, but it wilt

Replace H.T. Batteries

last a lot longer-as long, in fact, as
half -a -dozen small, cheap batteries.

for the last time !

Think of the money and trouble this
will save-and insist on

small initial outlay you can obtain -permanent
FOR
H.T. asupply ! This is the wonderful' news now- on the

Columbia

BEHIND F.ACH REGENTONE

High Capacity

Radio Batteries
Drop a card Jor literature -

J. R. MORRIS

INSTRUMENTTHERE LIES 4 YEARS'
SPECIALISED EA PERIENCE.

lips cf every listener.
Yon can install in your home. at a cost lower than ever before,
the Standard Self -generating Leclanohe Battery, givinv,
abundant, permanent, steady H.T supply that reduces ffistcrtion to a minimum.
Whenever you want it. it is therm. Never any worry as to
whether there is enough. `juice for the' set-this batter?
recharges ilself over -night.

MAINS UNITS, MAINS RECEIVERS, FROM 27/6
1-fiage ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREI:.

15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Offices and Demonstration Rooms
21 BARTLETT'S SLOGS., HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.0.1

SCOTLAND:
J. T. Cartwright, 5 Cadogan Street, Glasgow

CENT. 9661

-

,ee

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.

Take the first step by sending for FREE Booklet,
Take
describing every detail' for installing and maintaining
this super -efficient and -money -saving battery-.
YEW'?

For 2 VALVE For 3-5.VA I.VE .FOR
SETK,

SETS.

LORIOSTAT
;( Patent applies! for)

RHEOSTATS are specified in

The "General-purpose
Two"
this issue.
described'i

A

7/3
4 -way
2/9/5 -way
2 -way ... 3/9
6 -way _10/9
3 -way ... 5/6
6-15-30 ohms.
1 -way

I

A. W. STAPLETON
19a Lorrimore
Phone: Rodney 3885.

AMPERITE is the only automatic filament
control that keeps the temperature or voltage of the valve filament constant despite
variations in the L. T. Battery Voltage. It
guarantees improved valve performance
and increased valve life through always

operating valves at their proper filament
temperature. Simplifies wiring, panel design, valve control, tuning. Eliminates band
rheostats. Do not confuse with fixed filament resistors which attempt to imitate
AMPERITE but are entirely different in
principle and operation. Insist upon
A MPE RITE. For sale by all dealers.
Price 5/., complete with mounting.

Electric Projectors 251-(4 Lens)
Anode. Converters, 400 volts,.
£4 los. charging: Valve Bargains 13.T.11.,, Cossor, etc., A.C.
to D.C. 5o milliamps. at 200 volts

The Big British Wireless Monthly

Stale atoakt.axd.type of valeerach.A
Write NOW to

(Dept. C) WET H.T. BATTERY CO 12 Brownlow Street, London, W.1

STAN2,MM
irksIMANEN,

NkstPPLy")--"r---I.B. 9 MO

LAKER

STEEL
MASTS

guaranteed'. Switches. 250 -volt

are 100 per cent. efficient

Rubber Ear Pads, 4d. per

foreign stations throughout the
world. Therezre 5o,000 "Laker"
Masts in daily, use. By mass

to 1,200.VOIM. cost 35/-, Sale 816.

Tumblers, 6d.- 8 -way. Lucas 3/6.
Paxolin: Tubes 6d.
31n.
S.K. Amplifier Micro. Units
z,000 ohms, l3r-, Buttons,
Western Electric Loud Speakers,
Sullivan
15/-. Violinas,
Single Phone,
Headphones

They are made by engineers and
supplied: to. I-LM. Government,
the B.B.C., and to. Colonial and

Gramo.. Pick-ups, 21/-.
pair.
Mains Smoothing Chokes, 11,
;yroscopes,
Remote Relays, 10/-.
...mkt. Condensers, 21...
'ear -Pushes, 6d.. Sterling 1 -Valve Amplifiers,
T.B. Amplifiers, 32)6. Inert Fuller,
22/6.

production we are -able to offer a

200

1/6 extra for part carriage. We pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for
good. reception.

Distributed by

THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE
11-

,101),'-'..kaiia

Goods for ,r/- or over-carriage pail. Deferred Terms arranged

DIX-ONEMETER
A £10 'rester for 55. still leads the way.

Rothermel Radio Corp. of Gt. Britain Ltd.

glie"SELF-ADJUSTING"Rhautat.

SUPER

7hetliial Power ioRadio!

THE FAMOUS

Write for FREE "Amperite Rook of season's
best circuits and latest construction data.

24 Maddox Street, London, W.1

Lorrimore Street,
WALWORTH, S.E.17

90-1,:o4its La/ I.

SETS'

1:6.

cells, 1/-. 4 -range B2r Testers, A.C. or D.C.
50;a, 4 amps. 6 v., 120 v., 401-. Large Steel
Bargain Sale of
Horseshoe Magnets,. 3/6.
Marconi 1 valtre,Oeyst. De, Sets. as new with
valve 22;6 cost £5: Spend: 4d.. and' save 0 by
sending for our 72 -page illustrated catalogue.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

wonderfully efficient and hand-

some Steel mast at the' extraordinarily low price of 22/6
complete, as, illustrated. Send

J. LAKER & CO., Engineers, Beckenham, Kent

22/6
30 ft- STEEL
M

lintattur

Wtrolesj

500,000
LISTENERS
USE AND RECOMMEND LIBERTY DETECTOR

WHY?

2/6

GET THE
ANSWER

Don't experiment - use a
LIBERTY, the Original.

cattrt fisher
sometimes,

Still the best, but be sure it's a
LIBERTY !
Every one tested on broad-

casting.

From all
Dealers or
poll free.

Fully guaranteed.

RADI-ARC CO

ST

BENDONNETN,

LO

WAT .

BRITISH MADE

Dull
Emitter Valves
ALL TYPES AND GUARANTEED
WHY pay f ancy

prices or buy an un- Type 2v.06 amps. H.F. and L.F.
reliable F ore ig n Type 2v.I
" H.F. and L.F.
valve?
These are
POWER.
British and guaran- Type 2v.25

teed, at real pocket- Type 4v.06
saving prices.
Type 4v.I
Type 4v.12

H.F. and L.F.
H.F. and L.F.
POWER.

ONLY Typ e 4v.25POWER.

" EACH Type 6v.I

Type 6v.25

Post free from

AT the Furzehill Laboratories Mr. J. H.
Reyner has under test a new type of
dry H.T. battery called the Pertrix

places the usual sal -ammoniac paste found

Louder pel-

than a

A NEW IDEA IN DRY BATTERIES

Patent H.T. battery. Long life in these
batteries is clairhect to be ensured by the
use of the Pertri'X' compound, which re-

NOW

TRY ONE AND

nuntenily
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H.F. and L.F.

POWER.

HOWARTH'S -BRITISH VALVE DEPOT

in the ordinary type of dry battery.
One of the chief claims of A.F.A. Accu-

mulators, Ltd of 120 Tottenham Court
Road, W. r, is that the Pertrix batteries
have a "shelf life" of over twelve months,
which means that they will not run down
when left standing idle for long periods.
Fighting the Rust Enemy is the title of the
leading article in this week's English and
Amateur Mechanics (3d.), on sale at all newsagents and bookstalls, describing the more
recent applications of stainless steel and stain
less iron to industrial and domestic purposes.

Other items of interest in the same issue
include A. PERFECT POWER PLANT IN

MINIATURE, HOW TO

CANE

DO

SEATING AND PANELLING AT HOME
OBTAINING YOUR H.T. FROM ELECTRIC LIGHTING MAINS, A VALVE SET

IN A GLASS BULB, MICROSCOPY,
ASTRONOMY, GR AMOPHONE NOTES, Etc,

D-XELLENT !
5, 1].

8X

6, 1/4

1

0 X 8, 2/1
0 X 9, 2/4
2 x 10. 3/-

& GREATER ECONOMY.

CROXSONIA

4 x 12, 4/4 x 7, Z7

6x

PANELS

8, 3/2

9 x 6.
x 8,
1

12 x 8,

2/3
2/6

16 x 9. 3/6
fr insthickPost Free

CL.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58 /61 , FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C4

BURNT -OUT VALVES guaranteed repaired equal new. Any
make half new prices. Returned 9 days. C.O.D.-Repairing
syndicate. 30 Corsi for Street, London. E.C.4.
'PHONES SPEAKERS. TRANSFORM IRS, RE -WOUND, re
magnetised, repaired, lowest prices- Repairing Syndicate, 21
Cursitor Sleet, London, E C.4.

THE
PERFECT WET H.T.
ASSURED WITH OUR NEW INSULATING LINER
special aims, 1/-doz.; high
rapacity sacs, lid doz.: perforated liners, 4d. doz. Post free Oa
3 dog. complete units and over including special divided carton
cultablem a container. Send Gd. for sample complete unit, particulars mid instructions. We stock seamless moulded cone parts,
TELEPHONES AND LOUD -SPEAKERS RE -WOUND
.Tars,1/3 doz., plain, 1/6 doz., waxed

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.

Fl

post free to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO., 10 South St., Mourgate, E.C.2.

GAMBRELL

The Designers of the

Centre -Tapped Coils not only give

.

.
.

..

7/9
619

..

9,6

..
..
..

6/3

" COSSOR MELODY MAKER"
Selected this Push Pull Switch
because of its outstanding qualities
OBTAINABLE FR 01 ALL DEALERS

Refuse Substitutes

18
55
30

360

AMIN=

:
CHANCERYC

REPAIRS-THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
accompanies all our repairs. Any maim

to maximum efficiency.

LIST FREE
PROMPT
DELIVERY

London, NAV, 2

"MELODY MAKER" COILS
New improved model, complete with stand and

fixing screws for 2 -hole fixing, 7/6 post free.
KNIGHT & CO., 6 Chapel Street, London, E.0 2
'Phone : Clerkenuell 4715

lic

lino

The extra, inherent detecting energy of Russell's
Heft:Re makes volumes of difference to any ordinary set-a Loud speaker can often be operated
with good strength from a Russell -equipped set.
Scrap your old crystal now and improve volume
range and tone.
Fr=?r,rotir

RGIti".
HertLa^lltl

Post Free. Terms to Trade.

OM.

goor.! Kew/ ict &iota 144444

PEKE DISTRIBUTING CO.
28, Leehmere Road

4/

SERVICE '404442.14, frii.C1c:LL,INF,RwsActizos,D

CABINETS OF MERIT
Melody Maker
25/ -

FIT THE HOVE, AERIAL
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR PORTABLE
and dispense with 90 % of aerial troubles.

of L.F. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired

-,-

18 X7. 17/6
21 X 7. 21/-

.

0 -cells. 12 -cells.
30 -cells.
3/3 ... 5/9
... 14/3/5/3
... 12/2/6 ... 3/10 ..
9/6

Obtainable from all dealers or front :

-: z

14 X 7. 12/6.
16 x S. 85/6.

4 .;d.

.

The sOVET Aerial Co., 10 Red Lion Passage, W.C.1

4 7,1
44, Y1
4
4,4t-Pj l`
9-10-ii.curpSITOR STREET

f?)
0(o

12X.7. 10/6.

.52

...

PRICE

will be sent free to all applying now.

75
100

GAMBRELL
BROS. LTD.
76 Victoria Street, London. S.W.1

6d.

1/6

OUR FOUR NEW 1928 CATALOGUES

150

10/500
There is a Gambrellesil Holder specially designed Prices Quoted are
for use with above CORP, and which does an ay rttoodard Coils
with all flexible leads. Price 119 each.
C,dre-Tapped

6(d.

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
46 St. Mary's Road LEYTON E.10

L. H. Helyar, Su Chamberlin Rd., Norwich.
A. Shed wick S. Co., 27 The Market. Chatham.

Ca
5'9

1 -sell.

SI

Send 1A. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to -

Agents-John Henry Smith. z39 Anlaby Rd., Hull.

A

ECONOMICAL

Don Primary H.T. Battery. PI Porous Pot Cells,
SI and S2 Sac
All complete for assrmbl!.

Clerhenwell 7553, for quotations. Samples and prices

sockets, and occupy minimum base.
board space.
Approx. No.
SIZE.
PRICE.
of Turns.

SILENT,

mt.. 1/3 da..
ZINO New type, 1 1d, doe. SACS 112 doz.
Sample do.. i18 volts) complete with bands
and electrolyte 4/3 d., post 94. Sample unit.
Ed. 16 page booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 1 VAINE 1 I
2 VALVE
30/. 2 VALVE ALT -STATION SET, £4.

Stockwell. London

"Ills not affected bytheat or damp. Its electrical properties

the best results, but are unlimited
in use, as they can be employed in
any circuit, centre -tapped or other-/
wise. Standard fitting to all coil

SELF-CNANSING,

JARS (waxed) 511'/ ti"

A; TAYLOR. 57 Studley boat,

were both found to be infinite and the material. therefor),
can be need without hesitation as an insulating panel."
Panels cot to any size. Call, writ?, or Wpm?

..

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Letter (Cheques cannot be

Postal Order or Registered
accepted), addressed to

WET H.T. BATTERIES-

sniped. The surface leakage and the insulation resistaues

E
F

tees are charged.

DCCKOREA
The choice of Critics

ebonite. Compare these price. I Why pay,
more for a less efficient article ?
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" says:

El

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double

From 1 /- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

have a higher electrical resistance than

10

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

COILS

1/7

12 x 9. 2/10
14 x 10, 35

chargel

are

Solve nil H.T. Troubles

8 X 5. 1/2

GREATER EFFICIENCY

head

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for Mt,
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they hays
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should fcrward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily ba
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of

6 X 6, 1/-

7 X 6,1/3

this

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

4-5 Mason's Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.I:
Moe, London Wall 2292
Ban!. 1
(
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements
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STAR
CIRCUIT FOLDER

FREE

also null particulars of the STAR TUNERS
and Coils for Sets described in the Folder.

or Post free
Isom

(Dept .AI RUSSELL LABS., 138 Suffolk Street,
BIRMINGHAM

Send to -day to
THE STAR WIRELESS SUPPLIES. Biggleswade

M B.

mateur Wirele5

COUPON
Available until Saturday,

Dec. 3rd, 1927

NY/EMBER 26, 1927

Cmateur Wireles3
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WHAT YOU SAVE with the LOTUS VALVE HOLDER
You save your valves from

shock; you prevent

microphonic noises in
reception; you save your-

self the time, trouble and

expense involved by
constant renewals, if you
fit Lotus Anti-microphonic
Valve Holders.
And now you can save money, too.

Big price reductions have been
made possible by big turnover.
Lotus Valve Holders are still the
best you can buy-perfectly
finished and carefully made from
the finest materials. At their new
prices they defy competition.

Used and recommended by
the important set makers of
Great Britain, and f or
the famous MULLARD

"RADIO FOR THE

MILLION " Circuits.

KUM

NEW PRICES
Without Termn2s

1 /6

VALVE HOLDER

With Terminals -

1/9

:

the famous Lotus Remote Control, Vernier Co:1 Holders,
Jacks, Switches and Plugs.
GARNETT,. WHITELEY & CO., LTD., " Lotus Works," Broadgreen Road, Liverpcol.

Made by the maker's

of

ABSORBS SHOCK-ELIMINATES MICROPHONIC NOISES
Advertisers Like to Know That "You Saw it in 'A.W.'"

CAUSTON

NOVEMBER 2t=, 1927

1V

110 need

DICTA

screen it p

Valves are cheaper now but
they are still valuable. An

000
°00 0

accident with your H.T. leads
may ruin the emission of ycur
pet valve even if ,it does not
actually burn out the filament.
If fuses could be relied upon
to blow its time to prevent

00
00

va.00 a
0

Ooo

filament damage they might

'0

afford a
difficulty.

solution

to

the

0.
4.1

The Dubrescon is not a fuse.
It is a permanent safety
device which positively pre-

vents a rush of current from
the source of H.T. supply.
It does not in any way
restrict the flow of H.F.
current, and it costs only 6/-.
safety first"
To fit this
device in your H.T. lead is
the work of a moment.

The dear old lady who visited

our Stand at the Exhibition
was apparently under the
impression that we supplied
complete sets. Car did she
mean Loud Speakers! At

V1T Dubilier Torod

High
Frequen: 7T-ansforrnerF t your

any rate she asked us for " A
wireless in a box that talks at

set and do away wi,l. elaborate

you.,,

-screening. You will gain efficiency

Probably she hail seen on our
Stand one of the Toreador "
Sets and, with unerring

in numerous ways because there
'will be no more of the eddy -current

feminine instinct, had come
to the conclusion that that

losses for which metal screens are inevit-

was what everyone, including
herself, really needed.

ably responsible, your set will be more
cOmpactmoreattsactive in appearance,
'simpler to wire, and less expensive.
In addition, - you will .confer great
stability on your set because Dubilier
Toroids cannot "pick up" even powerful local oscillations. There is thus no
risk of your fine tuning on distant
stations being upset by direct pick up
in the coil windings.
There is a wealth of information upon these Products in the bo7,klet shoWn- here. Its addition
there are full instructions on how to make up five
different valve -circuits each possessing unique
advantages Don' t be without your copy.' YoUr
dealer 'Will hand you one,or, if he is out of stock.
we shall be pleased to send you one, post free 3d.

DIJI3ILIER
Advt.

of The Dubilier Condenser

Co.

(1925) Ltd.,

Dstdlier ToroldR.
Long 1Vave 750

Incidenteily the Toroids have
a very important application
other than in the ILI,. Amplifying Stages of a receiver.
They make highly efficient
tuning couplers for crystal or
valve sets as explained in the
booklet.

to 2,000 metrr.,
Broadcast
to

'
,

230

600 metro,

supplied
with
detachable 'terminal and soldertag base, earls

10/6

A K.C. condenser shunted
across the secondary in such
cases gives true straight line
frequency tuning independent
of'the constants of the aerial
employed.
We shall have more to say on

the Toroids next week.

*-

Ducon Works, North Acton, Londcn, IV .3.
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